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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, FK1DAY EVENING, MAY 17. 1907.
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NO UNCLE
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Mrs. Haywood, Wife of he Accused Man, As She
in Her Invalid Chair, in Court Day by Day

MAY Appears

HARRY ORCHARD'S

tltlwn, in Advance, $S per retvr,
Carrier, 0 rrnti per month.

INTERVIEW CREATES

RAI- L-

TAKE

!

OF FRISCO

BIG

SENSATION

AT

BOISE,

IDAHO

i

Judge Says That It Wasn't Contempt of Court but Very Near
It Jury and Witnesses Are Excluded While
Matter Is Being Discussed.

City Government Has Been Government Ownership Will
Be Issue of Next PresiTurned Over to Committee
dential Campaign.
of Seven Business Men.
PRESIDENT IS QUOTED

RAILWAY OFFICIALS
DENY

The Evening
Delivered liy

AS

BRIBE STORY

SAYING

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENSE HIGHLY INCENSED
SO

Has And Party Lines Will Not be
Closely Drawn as
Followed Ruef In Confessing
a Result.
to French Restaurant Money.

Former Police Commission

San Frandscoo, Cal., May 17. The
Call Kays today that henceforth Eugene Sehmitz will be known as mayor
of San Francisco In name only.
He has relinquished the reins of
the city government to a committee
of seven representing live of the leading commercial organizations of the
city. The mm were selected by the
mayor himself.
Though the Call made this statement boldly, the statement Is not
generally credited. The mayor himself has nothing to say.
President Calhoun, Tirey Ford and
Thornhill Mullaly, of the United Railways, deny the truth of Abe Ruef'8
charge that they paid $200,000 for
the control of the trolley franchises
of San Francisco.
Now that he has confessed Ruef
seems, to have Improved in health.
lr. Polieini Confesses.
Dr. Joseph Pohelm, former police
commissioner of San Francisco, has,
it is said, furnished Detective Burns
the details of the act of Mayor
Sehmitz in compelling him to vote In
the matter of licenses for French restaurants in order that Ruef could extort from the proprietors a fee tf
$1,000 to Insure them protection.
The rumor of this statement has
caused the grafters of San Francisco
to have another fright, as, It is said,
more of them will be caught In the
net. which will be dropped after this
confession.
Hums relies on this remarkable
confession to convict, Sehmitz on the
charges of extortion.

Chicago, III., May

to the

Record-Heral-

Wash., says:

d
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THE COURT

MEfiOWSAYS

County District Attorney Is Ordered to
Inquire Into Motive of Opening of
Jail-M- rs.
Haywood in Constant
Attendance Upon Trial.

dispatch
from Tacoma,

17.

A

"President Roosevelt told me that
he was considering advocating the
appointment of a commission by congress to appraise ' the Value of railroad property in the United States,"
said B. S. Grosscup, general western
counsel for the Northern Pacific railway and the leading corporation lawyer of this part of the country, yesterday, Just after he had alighted
from a Northern Pacific train, which
brought him from the east.
Mr. Grosscup added that he had
learned In conversation with Senator.
Daniels and other pro.nlnent public'
men in Washington. D. C, that the
government ownership of railroads
would be one of me main Issues of
presidential
camthe approaching
paign, and that party lines would not
be drawn very closely as a result.
He further stated that the attempt
at regulating railroads by state legislation would be abandoned and that
the matter would be turned over to
the government.

THAT IT WAS PART OF A DEAL

CHICAGO
TRADE

BOARD OF

ALLEGED

MURDERERS ROBBERS

KILL GUARDS

WHEAT

CAUGHT AFTER
AND STEAL
LATE SESSION OF I.EGISLA- TT'HE BOTHERS HOTELMEN.
Harrisburg, Pa., May 17. The
of the city are In great quanWILD
5 YEARS
dary as to the late adjournment of
the legislature, which Is so much later than usual that they have not
been able to accommodate several
organizations that announced
their
annual meetings to take place here. July and September Options Natives of Mexico Republic In Soldiers Firing at Escaping
but cannot find room because the
Touch SI 02
legislature occupy rooms that the
Jail at Demlng-WI- ll
Terrorists Murder
men of the orders want and need.
Knights
Both
Elks
and
the
the
of the
Mark.
Be
Extradited.
TWO BIG CATTLE
Bystanders.
Golden Eagle, were scheduled to
bring crowds here, and the hotelmen
up
by
will
they
be
picked
fenr that
DEALS ARE MADE otner tow us--, out the Elks shifted SMALL LOSSES TURN'
ONE MARRIED AND
COSSACKS SHOOT
their date till June, and will be here
then.
TO LARGE CAINS
,
HAD A HOME
DEFENSELESS STUDENTS
FEN BROTHERS . SELL TO
ll
t 'A LI CORN 1 AN AM) MAX BONNE
Chicago, May 17. The scenes of
Acting upon Instructions from the
Jil YS
OITIIT.
ALBUQUERQUE HOST TO wild
excitement of yesterday on the
general at
Washington,
Warsaw, May 17. A band of
Board of Trade were duplicated the attorney
United States Marshal C. M. Foraker
early trading today.
terrorists held up a city office of
Globe, Ariz., May 17. One of the
Vistula today and got awav with
Market, however, Instead of open- and Deputy United States Marshal
largest cattle deals ever made in Gila
$5,000, after a severe fight, In 4
ing at a higher level showed a sharp Forbes nave arrested at Iteming, N.
THE BOSTON
county was consummated
recently
4 which four persons were killed
decline on the Initial transactions, the M.. Jose de la Soltero and Jesus
when Griff en Brothers sold Dr. J. D.
two
Mexicans
mur4
two were wounded.
accused
of
and
ranging
losses
from half to two cents.
Jacoby, of Fresno, Cal., the Flying
'
and highway robbery at Gunacevl,
The office was full of people
Within tifteen minutes, however, der
II ranch on Salt river and all of the
Durango,
Mexico,
1,
on
4 at the time and soldiers were
December
the market not only regained this
cattle, 4,000 head. The consideration
guarding the approaches but the
loss, but In some
cases advanced 1902.
while not made public, is said to be
two
men
The
were
In
working
and
terrorists attacked them with
above
yesterday's
closing
July.
for
in the vicinity of $65,000.
Demlug
revolvers, killing two Rnd Injur- Option opened at 9H4f98 and ad- around
under
assumed
Fred C. Griffon and John C. Grlf-feing four of the guards before 4
names, and the information which
vanced to 99 .
who sold the ranch and cattle,
they
4
could reach the place where
told
of
September
was
their
Both
whereabouts
obtainand December
came to Gila county three years ago Ballut Abyad Temple Doing wheat crossed the dollar
tile money was kept.
by representatives of the Mexican
4
mark and ed
where
from eastern New Mexico,
4
The terrorists snatched up a
government.
touched 101.
The authoritiles at the
they are still interested, and since
the Honors Visitors Are
bag
containing
$5,000,
By
ran.
and
noon the market became sen- capital of Durango then communicatcoming here have become among the
sationally strong and active and ex- ed with Attorney General Bonaparte 4 IngThe Holdiers' lired at the flee- must successful cattlemen in the uprobbers,
Much
only
but
Surprised.
succeeded
to
Washington,
tended
oats
at
who
corn.
and
July
inforthe
wheat
turned
per Salt river country.
They expert
in hitting some bystanders, two
jumped to $1.02.
mation over to Marshal Foraker.
to leave soon for California, where
of whom were killed and live
Upward
prices
brought
arresting
men,
After
two
the
about
father
short
they will spend the summer.
selling and there was a reaction be- and son, they were arraigned before 4 wounded.
Two private cars, bearing
about fore
Lon Netherton, who acted as agent
Olio Killed at IhI.
4
the close, but there was "dollar United States Commissioner Jones, of 4
Lodz, Kussian Poland,
May 17.
for the purchaser in effecting the iifty members of the Aleppo temple. wheat"
for all leading options closed Deming, and then placed In the Jail
Arabic Order Nobles of the
Forty-tiv- e
deal, took charge of the cattle and Ancient
ofllcers
and
workthere, prior to their being extradited.
men of
Dr. Jacoby Is ex- Mystic Shrine, of Boston, arrived in over that mark.
Kuttner Spinning 4
ranch Tuesday.
The men. according to the stories 4 Mills werethe
shot down thin morn- pected here the latter part of the Albuquerque this morning with train
No. 2.
learned by Marshal Foraker. have
ing by a patrol of Cossacks be- - 4
The temple is on its way
week.
lived in Deming for four years. The m cause a oanu or terrorists attack- - 4
M. C Bonne on his recent trip into back to the Hull, after attending the COYOTE CANYON
younger of the couple was married 4 ed a mail wagon
Angeles, and is
In the neigh- Ton to basin, to show his faith in Ari- conclave at Losstop-ovethere in 1905 to Senorita Urbana
borhood, killing a
r
a day's
in this city.
Cossack
zona, and in Gila county particularly,
They made no resistance,
guard and wounding another
Costales.
Members of the local temple, Ballut
made a heavy investment the pur- Abyad,
FULFILLING
PROMISES
were
they
appeared
relieved that
Cossack and two postofflce offt- and
met the visitors at the train
chase for cash of the
brand of
1
under arrest, after evading the law 4 r.lulu
cattle and well equipped ranch on and are busy today showing the
years.
4
4
nearly
five
for
the
attractions of AlbuquerRye creek, from D. A Haught and
L.
InDr.
H.
Chamberlain,
They were taken out to the terviewed upon the subject when
S. A. Haught.
Rye postoitice Is lo- que.
of the
JAMMSTOWV EXPOSITION'
cated on the ranch ,also other houses university, the Indian school, the maixendine strike near Coyote Canyon
NOT VET COMPLETED.
and corrals. The range is among the chine shops and the American Lum- in the Sandia mountains, said
DETECTIVES
WORKING
Jamestown, Va., May 17. This was
Mr. ber company's plant in automobiles.
best in northern Gila county.
"1 am interested In claims within
day
vlsito-.the
when
the exposition was to
The
expressed
great
surprise two miles of the strike and I surely
Boune has also bought valable Broad
bo completed but it Is far from that.
street business property and upon at what they saw, especially at the hope the strike la as rich as the reThere are those who say it won't be
ports would seem to indicate, but I
his return from Kurope next fall will lumber mill. Said one, visitor:
completed until July, and some even
ON LONGSHOREMEN'S
"I have seen logs cut up Into have not visited the country recently
give his interests in Globe his perdeclare that It won't be completed at
boards
before, but I never saw any- and can't say definitely how the matsonal attention.
all. Certainly everything Is at loose
thing to equal the manner in which ter stands. I have always believed
ends,
and there Is an air of Incom
timber is converted Into the finished that a very rich lode would be opened
SAN AXTOXIO WANTS 1908
pleteness that is very painful. The
STRIKE
at the Immense saw mill up in that section some day, but I
BAl'llST CONVENTION. product
loaning
to the exposition of $400.-00never
expected that a big percentage
It almost took my breath
San Antonio. Tex., May 17. Kan here. watching
the sum asked by the managers,
the lightning speed at of gold would be In the ore. My
by
Antonio is making a determined ef- away
Thomas
J. Ryan, has helped Its
which the log carriages
move.
I faith In that district has been in the!
progress to a marked degree, but
fort to secure the Baptists' conven- can't
copper
deposits
I
there.
believe
there
understand
a
man
can
how
tion for 1908. The. 1807 convention
there has been too much to be done.
on one of those ma- is any amount of copper there be- One Man Is Killed and Two and
convened in Richmond today, and a stand working
its completeness still remains In
all day long. The efficiency of cause the mineral belt in that section
strong delegation from San Antonio, chines
the
far
distant vista. The managers,
lies
cop
a
direct
in
with
line
rich
the
machinery
Wounded
has
certainly
at
reached the per deposits or san Pedro.
composed of pastors and laymen, and
however, consider that they have
In this plant."
also from this section, who will ad- limit
made good progress and assure the
"A yet no deep mining has been
1 he most prominent
vocate the selection of this city went
member of the
public that the exposition is today In
Hoboken.
in the region and hence
to the scene. The convention mem- Boston party is B. W. Howell, the iiundertaken
a good condition.
ceen
nas
cnance
not
given
a
rair
imperial recorder.
bership is always from 5,000 to
other members
what it can produce. I be- which includes pastors and dele- and representatives of the temple are: to show
the deepest shaft that has been
New York, Mij' 17. Harry Margations from fifteen southern states, Charles C. Henry, potentate; Charles Jieve
Is no more than 200 feet. To in shall, a bystander, was shot and killed SWITCHING CHARGES
other places seeking the convention A. Erter, chief rabban: George H. sunk
capital
we
terest
must
show
are Birmingham, Knoxville, Atlanta, Shackford. assistant rabban; James up theoutside
another man wa wounded as a
character of the veins much and
result of a row growing out of the
Nashville and Hot Springs, Ark. S. Blake, high priest and prophet; better than
yet
been
has
done."
WERE TOO LOW
longshoremen's suike In Hoboken toThe Baptist general convention of Clarendon K. Holman, W. A. I'aten-naudday.
Texas will meet in this city on NoW. Lawrence, Dr. J. D.
Daniel
vember 5, ami will bring to thl9 city Robertson, Thomas T. Tracy, Mr. and FOLK
The man who fired the shots and
IS
AFTER
between 3,000 and 5,000. Prepara- Mrs. W. H. Parker (the only bride and
who himself was wounded while re- JAMES PK4UODY. OF Till: SANTA
enbeing
made already to
tions are
sisting arrest is Benjamin Vincent,
groom In the party), Mr. and Mrs. A.
H. SAYS THAT $2 IS .m'
tertain these delegates in a most S. Lang,
said to be in the employ of a detecMiss Alice Maude Hallett,
KNOKill FOR KMK IIINt.
hospitable manner.
KANSAS
CITY
POLICE tive agency.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Forbes. Mr. and
CATTLE.
Mrs. L. B. Carr, Mr. and Mrs. S. K.
Copeland. T. J. Baudy, V. W. Blood.
HARVARD CiasS RACK
Chicago, May 17. James I'eaboJy
BULL DOG STOPS
Mrs. K. M. Downs, Miss L. A. Downs, Till: GOVERNOR SAYS THAT A
OS CHARLES RIVER TODAY. statistician of the .Santa b'a railway,
GOOD MIAKIv-- l 1 WILL BE
A. W. Stetson. W. H. Jackson, II. J.
gave final testimony
today
May
17.
before
Cambridge, Miss.,
The
BKNKKK IAL TO THE
Morse, Mrs. J.
H
Dr.
Sherman,
Harvard seniors are expected to win Judge lJrouty, of the Interstate comDKl'AHTMENT.
Paten-naudFrothinghom
and Mrs. W. K.
RUNAWAY HORSE
the iiiterclass race which takes place merce commission, In the case wherethe Charles river, as they in the Texas Cattle Raisers' associaKansas City, May 17. Governor today onstrong
The party have two luxurious pri- Folk
crew.
In these races tion
complains
have a
switching
that
here this morning to it
vate cars, the "Signet" and the "Re- confer arrived
Is
crew
that finishes after the charges of $2 on cattle shipped from
the
police
with
local
commissionThey are making an ex- ers regarding the contemplated Inves- freshmen that is considered the win- Texas is too high.
liance."
Stopping a runaway horse was 4 tended trip, stopping a day or two at tigation of charges of police corrup- ner. The 1907 crew is strengthened
1'eabody quoted figures to sho.v
the remarkable deed of the big
all important or interesting
today by Itlchards and Lilly, who that upon the contrary the switching
places tion.
English Lull dog of William
dropped
Varsity
along the line. The trip to Los Anhave
from
been
the
Before
the meeting of the board,
weia luo low.
liolde this morning.
4 geles took them through New Orand there consequently Is a niaiKFS
the governor said in no uncertain crew,
The case was brought against tlio
Mr. InMe is proprietor of the
shake-u- p
in the order of the boat. Missouri, Kansas & Texas railway and
leans,
Antonio
San
Kl Paso.
language
On
and
police
that
department
the
i 'ash
Buyers" I'nion
store, on 4 the return they are traveling by the must be cleaned of every
week the seniors were sent over twenty-liv- e
element of Iast
other railroads four year
North Second street, line of Ills
s
course in ago.
ttie mile and
way of Denver and Chicago
The graft.
delivery horses became fright- the basin, and covered it under the
Is in charge uf the tourist
Any
Itinerary
officer,
owes
who
allegiance
to
Arguments
of the counsel will be
eniil about 10 o'clock for some
full heard by the commission
agent, Frank W. Lund, representing any corporation, must be discharged. record, although not quite the stopIn Washingunknown reason ami started
length
eighth
was
rowed.
The
(
Ofllcers who do not suppress gamb"ge K. Martens, of Boston.
north lit a fast gait. The tiorse
ped
mls- - ton, May ;7.
two
bv
Miort
about
ling
on
go
beats,
Aleppo
or
their
temple
The
are
who
enthusiasInto t ike.
and the dog are fast friends and 4 tic
about the wonders of the south- saloons while in uniform, should meet
CONCERT IIELH AT
the canine started after his 4
a
like
fate.
west,
exmore
one
IAH ISVILLE COI.lsECM.
and
lias
than
Merely
friend,
barking
as
iuine
ST
VI
NIT
believed
HILKOl
lie
that most officers were
Lousvllle, Ky., May 17. The Wopressed his astonishment that this
lie ran. Near the front of the
I
ON
IMSTANCi:
good,
ALONE
Kal'ltE
men,
wrongs
honest
but
had
will present tonight at
beman's
club
section of the country has not
Strong furniture store the dog
crept in and a good shake-u- p
Washington, I. ('.. May 17 In a Coliseum a most unusual and the,
would
at
come better known in the east.
leaped at the horse's head and
be
benelicial.
decision rendered today dismissing tractive combination, with Miss Mau l
caught the halter strap In his
The visiting Shriiiers. after receivthe
complaint
K.
H.
in
case
Powell,
leading
i e.-- i li.
the
of
a
violinist, and Mading the liio.Nt hospitable entertainhi alighting
on
the
I'rcsliiciit Oil 011 Vacation.
Wllhoyt, against the Missouri, Kan-- : ame Schumann-Kelnkwho haJi
ground the iIok set hack on his
ment that the local temple can give
I ). C
Washing!
May 17. Presill road, tbe Interstate promised to sing her most stupendous
s.is. Texas
haunches
being
and
them, will lease tonight at about S ident
after
accompaMrs.
and
Koosevelt,
program,
Commerce
ti 'Uni
commission luld that "to
and besides a group of the
and dragged along the
o'clock
nied by tiu-i- son, Archie,
Wash- make the distance the solw factor in old Knglish ballads.
The accoustic
street f..r ouile a distance.
John ItorradaUe anil Mr. and Mrs. ington at 11 o'clock this leftmorning
determining a reasonable late, would of the Coliseum have been pronouncbrought the frightened horse to
K. C. Allen returned from Los Angeover
ttie
Kuilway
Southern
few
a
for
he
to
introduce
undue discrimination ed excellent, the softest notes of the
a stand still.
e les on the same train with the Bos- day' vacation at Pine Knot, Mrs.
-and create chaotic commercial
voice being heard in the remotest '
ton temple.
Roosevelt's country home.
dilloi'.s."
points of the building.
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Boise. May 17. The sixth day of him to make an Investigation
of th
the trial of Wm. D. Haywood com- facts connected
with the. Orchard inmenced at 10 o'clock this morning, terview and to take
such
as he
action
hut before the Jury was brought In
Judge Wood drew- - attention to Inter- found warranted.
views with Orchard, published in the
morning newspapers, In which he said ORCILRD "Ml'M" AS TO
NATURE OF CONFESSIOX
things undoubtedly calculateu to InBoise. Idaho, May 17. Tha Interfluence the witnesses and the Jury.
view
given
by Orchard yesterday has
The witnesses were also excluded
from the court room while the Inter- proved the falsity of the statement
that he Is insane.
views were being; discussed.
The doors of the Jail were open lost
Ylia Orchard Said.
night to newspaper men
"I don't care to talk about the case the charges were false. to show that
as It Htands at this time," said OrchThe appearance of
man and th
ard. "I am a little leery about talking statements he made the
completely exto newspaper men. so if vou ask me ploded the charges.
anything that I think I should not
Orchard said that anything he may
tain about, I'll tell you. I know you have said was of his own free will and
will understand."
not caused by threats or promises of
"Is there anything as to your treat- Immunity.
ment In general that you'd care to sav
Orchard denied that he had a perto the public at this time?" he was sonal grievance against
Steuenberg as
asked.
has been alleged, but refused to state
"No, there Is nothing special to be the natue of his alleged confession.
sain, i nave been treated very well
There Is much speculation
to
by every one since mv arrest. The what extent his testimony will as
be adsheriff at Caldwell was very kind to missible.
me and since I have been here my
treatment has been very line all that
1 couiu
expect under the circumHAYWOOD IS IN
stances. I have been treated with the
utmost courtesy by everybody. I have
a large room wm open windows and
I exercise every day. I walk but take
CONSTANT ATTENDANCE
no other form of exercise."
you
read
much?"
"lo
"Yes, I have done an immense
By Jacob Wahieck.
amount of reading. I see the newsBoise, Idaho, May
papers, but I read books the most. I
17.
A
hush
nave been reading Roman history, the more Impressive than any words-oLife of John Wesley,
ana Cieorge sympathy could be falls upon tha
Whitfield, a number of works on the court room crowd evrey morfiing
reformation and something about the when the big green
history of England a hundred years doors swing open and Mrs. Haywood,
ago. Most of it has been ecclesiastical wife of the man on trial here for the
and religious. I used to read a great murder of
Steunenberg,
deal of other literature and a lot of In an invalid chair. Is wheeled to a
novels.
space near the table provided for the
"Whv did vou change?" nskeil one lawyers for tha defense.
of the interviewers.
As soon as court is called to orOrchard hesitated for a moment, der the prisoner
is brought In.
and then in a quiet tone said:
Then the family circle is com"It is like a little boy who always plete,
but
under
the most pathet.O
lied 4o his father about
everything
imaginable.
and then suddenly decided to tell him conditions
Haywood
is six feet tall,
d,
the truth about everything. That Is
his face furrowed with
about the best way that I can express lines as
the
result
imprisonment
of
the idea. I ued to like novels and
all tiie other kind of books, but now and anxiety concerning his family.
Beside him is his youngest daughter.
I don't care for such trash."
"It Is like a man," ho went on a Vernon, who, before his coming, hai
moment later In earnest tones, "who scrambled into the chair next to the
has been doing wrong all his life and one she knows he will occupy, that
suddenly decides to do right. He can- she may get the tlrst caress.
not undo all the wrong he has done,
Xext to her Is Mrs. Haywood and
but he can at least do something to their eldest daughter,
pristhe
clear tilings up."
oner when he takes his seat, strokes
Vernon's head, and with a smile
Ills First Interview.
The question of the confinement speaks some term of
to
and treatment of thep risoner was re- - the pet of the family. endearment
Terred to later and Orchard said:
he turns with a smile of love
Then
"I have not talked to any newspacheer to tin wan figure in the
per men since I have been here. I and
invalid chair.
Her face is radiant
felt as If I did not have anything to and
in the happiness of the moment
say, and I did not want too much
all
her
troubles are forgotten as she
prominence before the public. I could
to his greetings.
have seen the newspaper men If I had responds
As
grind of court routine Is
the
wanted to. I am free to go anywhere resumed
she settles back with an ex
in the yard and to speak to uny one
pression of care upon her countethat I like to. But I don't speak to nance
and with her bis: dark eves
many of the men. I don't feel that
I am better than the rest, but you follows the speech and movements of
know how It Is, a man takes a notion the actors in the great case.
The serious expression brightens
to certain men and does not to others. And besides, I have felt that I only w hen she gets a glance from her
ought to be careful. Some of the men husband, and then she gives him a
seemed anxious to learn too much. I smile that tells of her devotion and
do talk to several of the men. There coiilidence in him. It U a message
are uome good men out here, brought of cheer and courage.
to prison by misfortune, and I talk to
It is a picture that makes many of
them. I talk to some of the men In the spectators wonder whether it is
doing
good."
the hope of
them some
possible
a man full of such tenThe last formal question of the in- derness that
poor little invalid
to
terview went directly to the position wife and whothehad won such
of Orchard in the pending case and from his children was capableaffectioa
of the
was directly answered. It was:
cold blooded
assassina"Was force or duress of any kind calculating,
charged
against
tion
him.
used on you by Captain McPartland
or any one in securing your alleged
Not Swayed by MeParlaiuI.
confession or statement and have any
The following is the dialogue bepromises of any kind been made to tween
the attorneys
and isamuel
you In that connection?"
Wlngate, the talisman who question"I have never admitted and don't ed
veracity
Harry
the
of
orchard, the
admit now, that I have ever made a
confession,"
said Orchard.
"Mind confessor:
"Kid you read several alleged Inthat, but at no time was I ever subjected to force or pressure of any terviews with Detective McParland
kind, and anything I ever said to Mc- accusing these men of the governor's
Partland was without force or threat! death'.'" asked Richardson,
"Yes."
of any kind. Anything I said was of
my own free will and accord. It was
"Iid you come to an opinion from
w
you
I
reading
as
ith
talk
here: there
Just
them'.'"
was nothing else. Promise of any kind
No."
has never been made by McPartland
"Why not?"
or any one else."
"There were so many of them and
.luiliie Adams Scent Scandal.
they were all circumstantial."
The judge said: "While such pub- "IMd you read about an alleged
lications appear to the court as be- - confession of Harry Orchard?"
ing not precisely in contempt, they
"Yes."
they are nevertheless calculated to In- any opinion In regard t'
tluence the Jury in this cause. Some- - it V""iieach
thing must tie done to prevent a re- "Yes."
current e of this if we are ever to get
"As to what'.'"
a Jury.
to Orchard's guilt."
"The court s much surprised at! "As
could not sit as a Juror at
this publication at tills time and would ' his"You
trial, then?"
lie glad to hear from the counsel mi
"No."
the subject."
' Do you think that the confession
Tiie counsel for the state said they!
had always been opposed to t lie pub- -' touches the guilt or innocence of
lication of anything tending to preju- Haywood?"
"In a way."
dice the possible jurors.
"But you could g'.ve him a fair and
Attorneys for the defense exoner- ated the counsel for the prosecution impartial trial."'
"Yes."
from what had occurred, but Ulchard
Wir.gate declared he would be preson claimed suddenly
that making
at
judiced
against Orchard as a witOrchard accessible
the time the
Jury was being selected aft. r a seclu- - ness
siun of tifteen months w as evidently
"What are jour pilaics?" asked
done to influence prospective Jurors. Richardson.
The fact that the governor ha. I "Republican "
lowed newspaper men to have Inter- "Democ rat '."'
views at tliis time was for the express
"No."
purpose, lie said, of gaining credence,
"Or Socialist ?"
for ( irchard.
"No."
Inter icit to lie
Questioned 011 Politic.
le- Harrow
He and
vigorously
"If it should develop during the
nounced the action.
Judge Wood sent for the county)
(Continued uu Page Five.)
prosecutii.g attorney, and instructed'
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Classified Advertisements

THE PANAMA
N L

Toilet Accessories

"

WANTED.

waiter at Santa Fe resUnder Savoy Hotel,
WANTED A Hire, gentle pony. with
aome style to him. Bring to Putney's store.
WANTED Blatksniith for a coal
cnmp. Apply at W. H. Hahn & Co.'a
coal yard.
WANTED Position; stenographic or
general office work. Experienced.
Address "St." CHIzen office,
stylish
WANTED Ladles wanting
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Second
Mist Crane, 512 North
Also apprenatreet. Prlcea low.
'phone 944.
tices wanted.
eecond-han- d
Gentleman'a
WANTED
clothing. No. 61 l 8outh First
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. K. J. Sweeney,
proprietor,
WANTED People who want something, to advertise in The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a, few cent
but bring returns an
hundred fold.
WANTED Position as joo composl-to- r
in good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
WANTED A partner In a house
business, established seven
years; need more capital; located
In one of the best towns In the territory good schools, churches, artesian water, a county seat and
the best climate and people ad-on
earth. Come out and see, or
dress for particulars, S. M. Brown,
Gallup, X. M.
WANTED

taurant.

A

fur-nlshi-

personal- property loans.

Soaps, Nail
Until Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes, Manlcnre
Corn Files,
Corn 1'lastrrs,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Talcum Towdcrs, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

-

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels,
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $11
and as high as I ZOO. Loans ar
private
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year gtren
possession
Goods remain in your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from ai
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant BlCg.
West Railroad At.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

Furniture,

Exhibition Is on Display

at Jamestown.

Let us Supply You

IS NOT

Wateiway Built by France Is Now
Only Four Feet
Deep.

The HIGHLAND
Occidental

LAWYERS

life

Building, Cor.

Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

MURRAY

DEMTISTsT

AND MACK

IN

"AROUND THE TOWN"

OI.l SPORT SAY

BASE BALL
WJIFJIH THEY PLAY TODAY
National league.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at New York.
Chicago at Boston.
American Ijengue.
Boston at Cleveland.
New York at Detroit.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Washington at Chicago.

1

le

PHARMACY

oP

i

HIGHER THAN ATLANTIC

o

CARDS

Irs M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 11 F.BU
Pensions,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
caveats
copyrights,
land patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims
II. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First Natlona
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
Office
AT LAW.
ATTORNEY
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M

First to Be Placed on Public

PACIFIC OCEAN

lit

PROFESSIONAL

OF

and

Kb

HKLP WANTFP.
HELP WANTED If I hat is your
crying need, a want nd in ine
Kvening Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty ff employes. "

MAP

work of the French company. Their
At-- 1
ranal started at Cristobala on the near
point
lantic and extending to
Uaton locks, nearly six miles. Is bare-l- v
four feet deep now. There were
lither bits of excavation also. Including some work at Culebra near the
other side.
The American (final may be briefly
described thus: Martlng at the At
lantic there Is a dredged channel
some four and a half miles through
Union buy from deep water to the
shore line.' Then there are two and
cutting
a half miles of moderate
through low or swampy land to Gatori
hill, where there are three locks each
27
feet high that lift a ship to
the summit level of the canal. Once
above the locks, a ship finds herself
in the great artificial lakes througn
which a channel Is buoyed. This Is
(iaton. She follows the buoys
like
miles until she
for twenty-thre- e
reaches (Sambon. the point nt which
coming
'hngres,
down from the
the
mountains, meets the lake. Just be.
yond this point she meets the next
hard cut the beginning of the Culebra
feet above the sea
This Is eighty-tw- o
level, the canal's summit. The whole
length of the canal from deep water
to deep water Is 49t-- miles, while the
length from shore line to shore line
is 4 miles.
The heaviest cutting In the Cule-hr- a
cut Is between what Is known
points, but
as the 36 and
deep cut
'there are three miles of througn
an
ting. This excavation is
The deepest part of
inrudated clay.
the cut is 290 feet and millions of
cuhlc yards will have to be taken out.
Passing through this a vessel will
find itself at Miguel lock of 27
miles from the enfeet and 31
trance. She Is dropped Into the lake
formed bv another lock of 64 3
feet at the Pacific which forms the
lake Into which the Rio Orande flows.
This last lock Is called La Boca (the
mouth).
The trip across the lake
is of several miles and this ends the
Journey.
All this Is shown in the relief map,
hills, valleys, water courses, lakes. Islands and even the ships themselves,
thiwt are iconrtemtflated
the
made to scale, as the chart Is, will
seen
in the locks and in the lakes
be
and in the canal, and actual water
will complete
the realism of the
scene.
The scale is one foot to two thousand, saving that the practical dimensions are exaggerated, otherwise the
hills, some of which are as much as
800 feet high, would not show up at
all In a map 122 by 60 feet.
The canal, where cut, Is 200 feet
wide and has a depth of 40 feet. In
the lakes It has a varying width and
depth, but never less than 40 feet.

HOW THEY STAND
National league.
Won. Lost. Pet.
3
New York
21
.875
Chicago
4
21
.840

Pittsburg

11

.S78

8

12
Philadelphia
10
.545
10
14
.417
Boston
8
.347
15
Cincinnati
6
19
.140
St. Louis
19
3
Brooklyn
.136
American Ijeagiie.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Slide Slide, you sod tromper! We
K
18
.692 need that run.
Chicago
9
14
.609
Detroit
.577
15
Cleveland
li
11
12
.522
New York
1 1
The directors held a meeting on
12
.522
Philadelphia
9
.391 Tuesday night at which plans for the
14
Boston
7
.333 base ball park were discussed.
It
Washington
It
8
17
.120 was suggested that It might be weil
St. Louis
to purchase the grounds outright and
negotiations are now pending with
Western league.
Won. Lost. Pet. this end In view.
9
.640
16
Omaha
The park Is to be 500 feet square
9
.561 and the fence to be
13
Des Moines
built enclosing it
10
.500
10
Denver
will be eight feet high, on top of
.478
12
11
Lincoln
will be two feet of wire net.417 which
14
10
Sioux City
ting. The grand stand and bleach- 9
15
.375 ers
Pueblo
will have a combined seating ca
pacity of about 1,000.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
It Is expected to have the park
ready for the opening game about the
National league.
R. H. E. first of June.
At Boston
7 11
0
Chicago
3 AI.UUQl'EIMJUE HELD
0
5
Boston
ran;
IX IHCiH ESTEEM.
Mo
and
Batteries Pfeister
and Needham.
Albuquerque base ball
swift
The
MINERS HAVE CLUB HOUSE Llndaman
York team wl be , Kogwen next week,
At New York: St. Louis-Negame postponed; t grounds
and Rome real bnse Dall gumes will
Bnooklyn-Pittsbur- g
Brooklyn:
At
says thp Kogwe Hecord. It
be s
Silver City, X. M., May 17 The iranie
inning;
In
rain.
first
called
will be up to Roswell's best players
Tyrone Development company has
Clncinnatl-Phil- a
Philadelphia:
At
up
put
to
the game of their lives
Just finished the construction of a delphia game postponed; rain.
Albuquerque will positively
then.
large building to be used as a club
play the Military institute Monday,
room for the employes at Tyrone, In
American League.
This.
the Burro mountain district.
R. H. E. Tuesday and Wednesday, and probAt St. Loui
1
ably play the town team, on Thursday
company is constructing cottages for St. Louis
8
4
4
2 and Friday.
Albuquerque s team af0
lis workmen as fast as It Is possible Philadelphia
carpenget
O'Connor;
forded the best games seen in Ros-we- ll
for them to
material and
Batteries Powell and
last year, when they played the
ters to put them up and it will only Plank and Schreck.
!s
n1 H.5 E.0 Institute, and something
be a very short time before the minAt Detroit
expected this time.
ing camp of Tyrone will he one of Detroit
1
0
4
the prettiest camps to be found In the New York
and Schmidt;
Batteries Killian
southwest.
SlORTING NOTES.
At the present lime the several Doyle and Kleinow.
E.
R.
H.
At Chicago
mining companies operating in the
Rube Waddell's wife has again haI
him arrested on a nonsupport charge.
Hurro mountain mining district at Chicago
Washington
Tyrone, Leopold and the Immediate
Smith and Sullivan;
Butteries
surrounding seotion are employing lluirheaIndianapolis seems to have the toGraham and llnyden.
boggan fever early this eeason.
something over l.noi) men and it
At
Cleveland
would be impossible to find a busier Cleveland
2
4
2
mining section than is to be found l:i Boston
Only three players on the Cincin1
0
3
the liurros.
nati Reds have been regulars this
Batteries Liebhatrdt and Clarke; season.
Young and Shaw.
Bring us your Job work. Prices
It only takes a single day some'.he very lowest and the work will
Western league. RH. E. times to make a champ team look
At Pueblo
stand Inspection anywhere. Jiusiness
3
very
much like a chump team.
Des Moines
and calling cirds a specialty.
2
8 13
Pueblo
hp
o
signins
Tonopah appears
Batteries Sporer and Yeager; fltz
everything in sight for I Toi a lio i
gerald and Smith.
IE Marvin Hart ind Mike
K.
day.
La
twit
H.
R.
At Denver
9 Schreck.
6 13
Denver
3
15 14
Omaha
ZaPaige
Wright.
and
Afred Munn. Berkeley. Cal., hr?s
Batteries
lusky; Thompson and Ragan, Gond-in- g set a new world's record for high
school pole vaulting of 11 feet "J 'a
and Townsend.
H- E. inches.
RAt Lincoln
1
3
j
Lincoln
8 12
0
Washington fans have already givSioux City
ana
en up hope of a. winning team, or
Batteries Jones, Miller
Spies.
one that will make a satisfaceven
Newiin and
tory showing.
Amerlean Association.
City 4;
At Kansas City: Kansas
And the boxing lid has again h?
Toledo a (ten innings).
hanged down at Chicago. Over a
o.MiiwauK.ee o.
At Milwaukee:
half hundred sports were capture!
P
I
hitTihus r.
in a recent raid of a tight.
At St. Paul: St. Paul la; l.ouis- i'iii, r.
A fellow by the name of Wotell Is
3:
Minneapolis
At Minneapolis:
playing on Joe Kelly's Toronto EastIndianapolis 2.
ern League club. What a chance f.
"funny" rooters.
fight look-- ' I
That O'Bi
SANTA EE FANS
Burr.s
very much like a frame-up- .
gets the chance to fight Squires, while
much
not
is
reputation
O'llrien's
ARE IN EARNEST worse
than it was before Burns vt
the decision over him.
1- -3

1-

Norfolk. Va..
Miv 17. Linking
over a parapet wall of concrete a foot
thick and breast high, one may see
In mlniaure at the Jamestown exposition the Isthmus of Panama as It
will appear after. the great ditch has
been dug by Uncle Sam. A civil engineer, C. H. Johnson, who Is In the
employ of the Panama Canal commission. I superintending the con
struction of a great relief map, a fine
ulrce of topographical work, whlcn
covers a sixth of an acre near one of
the government buildings,
There Is a popular fallacy that the
Pacific ocean Is four feet higher than
but
the Atlantic at the Isthmus,
there Is no scientific data to substanThe fact Is
tiate that proposition.
that In that latitude the moon falls
to make its impress on the Atlantic
ocean, while it gives the Pacific a
feet..
tide of twenty-fiv- e
If one, starting out to comprehend
the situation, would get his bearings
It Is necessary that he should understand at the outset that the Isthmus
does not extend north and south as
he may suppose, though Its hills are a
continuation of the Rocky Mountain
range, which In South America Is
known as the Andes, and in North
America is known as the Rocky
mountains. Nor does the Isthmus run
cast and west as some maps seem to
The general direction of
indicate.
the canal extends from Panama on
the Pacific northwesterly to Colon on
the Atlantic. People In Panama Instead of looking Iandwnru to see the
sunrise and out over the Pacific to
see the sun set, really look eastward
to see the sun rise In an estuary of
the Pacific, and see It set on the land
horizon to the west.
Topography (lf Country.
Right here It may be said that the
topography of the country will seem
greatly changed after the canal has
been built, for it is part of the scheme
to build two great dams, one near
either end, which will result at the
Atlantic end in the formation of a
lake covering about a hundred square
miles, flooding a country of that area,
to lake up the waters of the Chagros.
and touring countless hills Into Islands, while at the Pacific end another lake will similarly lake care of the
waters of the Hio (iranile.
The topographical map shows the

liu-ge-

DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
The scene opens nt Manhattan
Rooms 2 and S. Barnett building
Beach In the first act of the new
over O'Rielly's drug store. Phone show.
Murray & Mack bring up to
No. 744. Appointments made by maU. the Elks' opera house, there we see
MEN WANTEIK
every
MEN WANTED .Somewhere
the summer girl true to lire, tne
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
day. If you are looking for a Job
Offlct waves seem to roll up high on the
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
nut a want ad In The Evening Citi hours, 0 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:11 sands, one forgets the cares of bus!
zen's want column and it will do p. m. to I p, m. Both phones. Ap- nesa and revels In the spirit of plea
the rest.
ure. the songs are tuneful the music
pointments made by mall.
we remember and whistle it long at
KENT.
ter the show has gone. We see the
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
brick house,
FOR RENT Four-rooSurgeon
Physician
Homeopathic
and
close In, 115. Apply Rankin & Co.,
Occidental Life Building. Tele
Room 10. Armljo building.
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms, house' phone 88S. Albuquerque, N. M.
keeping rooms and tent. 413 South
DR. R. L. UUS1.
Broadway.
X. T. Artnljo Bids.
Office.
outFOR RENT Newly furnished
Tuberculosis treated with High
aide rooms, modern bath, half Il Freauencv Electrical
Current
and.
olock from Railroad avenue. "The uermiciae.
given eaco
Granada,"
114
North Second day from 8 a.Treatments
m. to 4 p. m. Trained
street.
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
FOR RENT Pleasant,
DRS. B HON SOX & BROXSON,
rooms, near business center; rate3
Sixth and
Corner
reasonable.
Tlomeopaths.
Railroad. Apply at rear.
Over Van's Drug Store. "Phone
comfortable,
RENT Three
FOR
Office and residence, 628.
airy rooms, completely furnished
DR. J. X. WARNER. V. 8.
for housekeeping; no sick people
When your animals are sick you
wanted. Address E. B... care Citi- need
a good veterinary surgeon. Cat.
zen.
up the old reliable. Phone No. 642.
KMI'IXIYMKXT.
UNDERTAKER.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
The Citizen's want column will fur Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
nish you a quick and ready means
A. BORDERS.
of securing it at a minimum ex
Blsolr
penditure. Put a want ad in The Commercial Club building.
or White hearse, $6.
i'ltlzen today and be at work tomor- row.
ARCHITECTS
A WANT AD Costs hut a few cents
will
ClUaen
in
The
few
lines
a
7
Spencer.
W.
but
F.
Bar
Rooms
bring you what you want.
nett building, Albuquerque. N. 14
- Both phones.
FOR SAL1U
yy
runabout auto
in,
Full SALE A" Ford
NOTARY PUBLIC.
,
llfi J Ti ntiKi
mobile. Call at Albuquerque Auto- mobile Co.
Thos. K. D. Madtllson.
FOR SALE Fine Chickerlng Bros
Office with W. B. Chlldere, 111 Walter llrowcr. With Murray & Mack
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs WeBt aolj avenue,
various types that make the sea shore
J
over
r utrene s iurniiure moro
all pleasure nunters.
UA1K DltESbER
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
ASD ClOROPO the Mecca of
in
Joining
help
can
one
from
no
and
DIST.
head of
SALE Twenty-fiv- e
For
the laughter and applause. The com- stock hogs, one registered Berkshire
nanv this season is very large ana
No.
Mrs.
Bambini,
parlors,
at
her
boar. Oscar Liflreing, Bernardo,
some or the memuers are so won
pre
209
West Railroad avenue. Is
N. M.
known as to guarantee that to hold
give
thorough
scalp
pared
to
treat
FOR SALE furniture complete for
their own Murray & Mack have to
housekeeping. Including 140 range ment, do hair dressing, treat corns. do some hustling. Never a ciuit mo
only used four months. Will sell I bunions and ingrowing nails. Shs ment, one laugh follows another so
very reasonable. Apply 307 North I gives massage treatment and man! fast that we feel relieved when tne
gives one a chance to
mxtn street.
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara Intermission
rest up for the next. Every numup
complexion
cream
builds
of
tlon
IX1 ND.
ber shows the hand of the master
FOUND Through the want column the skin and improves the complex in stagecraft, the costumes are beuti-fu- l
In
Ion,,
guaranteed
to
is
be
not
Citizen,
and
Evening
what
Just
and the girls are of nature's fairof The
If the Boston Americans can play
Santa Fe. X. M.. May 17. Officers
you have been looking for. An Jurlous. She also prepares
a hair est femininity.
good as
and a board of directors of the Santa ball and won't are they asvery
readvertising source sure to bring
0
cures and prevents dan
we!!,
tonic
that
Ke Base Ball association have been the fellows who can't play
turns for small expenditure. Try a druff and hair falling out; restor
might
be
It
best
be
level
will
organization
but do their
elected and the
want ad and be convlncen,
life to dead hair; removes mole "TELEPHONE GIRL"
Incorporated shortly with a capitaliza a good thing to hand out some reLOST.
warts and superfluous hair. Also (
tion of $2,0nii. The tract of land to leases to the shirkers.
"...
he converted into a base ball park
LOST A ladies' solid gold hunting face powder, a freckle cure and pint
Pfeffer.of the Boston Nationals,
was surveyed Tuesday afternoon, the
case watch, with black leather fob, pie cure and pile cure. All of the
AT CASINO
iSUNDAY
run gan-.and pitched the first no hit, no
for the fence, diamond
lines
Liberal reward ottered. 201 North preparations
are purely vegetable
He
leagues.
big
in
season
the
A
of
the
WFIGHING
SOUL
out,
OF
THE
and
being
slaked
grandstand
and
Hill street
vl
rnmnnimitii PnvA lust nAAoA
on balls. Cincinone
gave
base
only
MOUSE.
up
grounds
fixing
of
the
work
the
Anyining you iusL- ecepi
for .treatment 01
brator
nati Reds were his victims.
.
- machine.
to such a stage that he says there will commence within a few days.
The Casino will positively open
repuiaiion is i.ureu e 'uuou u, o.
is considerable doubt ill his mind
want ad In The Citizen's want col is also used for rheumatism, palm Son, lav niuht with The Manhattan
A. Hughes is the president of
Levi
The New Mexico fishing seaso i
.Musical company, which will offer for
over i he matter.
umn.
the base ball association; Xathan Sal- opened Wednesday and according t
and massage.
opening that famous New York ss
along
proceeded
same
the
the
lias
lie
mon, vice president; James B. Read, the new law continues to and includI I
MONEY MST.
success, J he l eiepnone win.
lines as the Boston scientist who secretary, and Simon Nusbaum, treas- ing
October 15. A large number of
the
MONEY LOST Every day in
to urer.
little or no Introduccomedv
needs
been
able
he
lias
claims
that
Cure.
Eczema
Wonderful
directors con- local Isaak Waltons are planning to
of
board
The
none
vear bv advertising the wrong way.
I
comedies
musical
tion
all
soul.
wt
he
for
human
ich
mountain
A.
J. hie
"Our little boy had eczema for five
themselves to Hhe during
of eight, as follows:
BeA Citizen want ad is money saved and years, ' writes N. A. Adams, Henri has met with so much favor.
Professor Twining uses mice and sists
the
Fischer, F. K. Nuding. Fred Muller. streams and local lakes and
results assured. Send In your want etta. Pa. "Two of our home doctors sides having a really good plot the
many
In one Charles
kittens in his experiments.
week
the
of
James
Leo
Hersch.
remainder
Closson,
and
bright
good-sizeare
today.
mouse.
ad
It
musical numbers
lest he used a
luck on the first day.
said the case was hopeless, his lungs catchy
was inclosed in a hermetically sealed Read, W. H. Kerr and Frank Owen. tried their
and are bound to please.
being affected.
A WOMAN'S HACK.
We then employed
most
were
glass
the
flask.
The
scales
other doctors but no benefit resulted.
sensitive 111 the world, and were inThe Aciies and Pains Will Disappear By chance we read about electric bit
closed In a glass cast- - from which all
If the Advice of This Albuquerque
ters: bought a bottle and soon no "THE NEW YORK I
The
moisture had been removed.
is Followed.
t'ltiu-tlced Improvement . We continued
mouse, which weighed 12.S86 ounces,
A woman's back has many aches this medicine until several
bottles
milligrams.
3.1
to
lost
Kiiddenlv
death
and pulns.
were used, when our boy was comIDEA," MAY 29
A kitten used
in another experiMost times 'tis the kidney's fault.
pletely
Best of all blood medcured."
milligrams
while dying,
lrtu
ment
lost
r!
v
ache;
really
kidney
ssm
Backache is
building
body
gasp
tonics
health
lost 60 milliand
and at its last
That's why Duan's Kidney Pills icines
weight
It
50c
grams.
druggists.
at
lost
Guaranteed
all
After
that
ure it.
"M.urv for a whim nnd leave tin
not slowly, due to moisture evaporation.
:it.i
o
Los Angel, s. M iy
to the divorce court." says one
Wm. Sanguinette, living at 415 N
rest
"I am simply trying to establish
CO.
oik ready to say he has proven inai aniof the characters in "The New
Sixth St.. Albuuueroue. N. M., says THE COLORADO NATIONAL
firVK?
Pro- IX SERE,' Js
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. Idea." that Mrs. Fiske will present mals have souls. Professor II. I .a V. whether there is iv soul," says soul.
"My wife suffered a great deal with
Twining. "I believe this
fessor
May
2.
at ihe Elks' opera house on
pains In her back, which became se
depart
science
very
if there bo one, Is composed of
Mitchell. Its author, has Twining, head of the
"An old line" insurance company, I .uni-ilovere when necessity required even a
Polytechline matter, of entirely different subment of the Los Angelesexperiments
alight strain on the muscles of the with ample capital, solid, conserva- satirized the amusing aspects of the
carried
stance from any know n to this earth."
school,
In
has
nic
back. If she would sweep she com tive, progressive. WiiteB liberal con- ilivoiee muddle. The scene is laid
plained of her back aching. Some tracts of Insurance and investment, New York, hut the matter has ofa nathe
and is one
three years ago the was advised to Prewitt & Prewitt, Managers, Com il,, mil HDiillcatlon problems
that thisv
most Important
use Doan's Kidney Pills and procured mercial Club building.
its
country is facing. Besides
o
a box. They afforded her quick and
of entertainment.
nuniose
genuine relief and from that time on
Don't l'av Alimony.
therefore "The New York Idea" lias
as
occasion
to
appealed
he has
them
to be divorced from your appendix
value in its exposition
might require and always obtained There will be no occasion for It if a.,t big social conditions
in regard lo
loesent
We are vou keep your bowels regular with
most satisfactory results.
convinced that there Is nothing more Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their ac marriage and divorce.
Through the blood, diseases are carried from one generation to another.
a
effective for disordered kidneys than tion is so gentle that the appenuix
transmit them to their children, and so it Roes on down the family
Parents
Doan's Kidney Pills."
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no cause to make the least
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plaint. Guaranteed
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Scrofula, for it is a disease that is "bred in the bone,"
of
is
Try
true
this
them.
sole agents for the United States.
an,! unless tin- - 1.hxd is purified and every trace of the trouble removed the
Remember the name Doan's and
MAKING GREAT HIT miserable disease will linallv undermine the entire health and wreck the
EGiiS lOll HATCHING.
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take no other.
life of its victim. The usual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands or
Eggs J1.50 ped setting. Rose comb.
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about the neck, which often burst and become discharging ulcers,
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Scientist, Weighing for Animals'
Souls, Finds Loss at Death
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Watch the Prices Advance

American

Marine Disasters
Have Become Too
Numerous.

SEN. CLARK THREATENED
WITH

We have concluded to sell only 50 more lots at present prices
advance everything from

PROSECUTION

25 to ONSOTHESE
Per Cent.
ARE:

Senate Committee Defers Visit to
Brownsville Till Next
Fall.
Washington, D. C. May 17. Oscar
Solomon Straus, secretary of commerce and labor. Is bent on bringing
the steamboat Inspection service up
to a hlph state of efficiency. The
steamboat Inspection service has jurisdiction over all steam vessels plying waters controlled by the federal
government.
Marine disasters have
In the
been followed by a shake-u- p
steamboat inspection bureau that has
resulted in the promulgation of more
drastic TegnlatloJis governing
this
important service.
For example, the General Slocum
van burned In New York harbor in
J!(l4 resulting In an appalling loss
of life.
The steamboat Inppectlon
. w as at once reorganized,
the personnel was weeded of a good many Incompetents
and congress passed a
law strengthening the hands of the
officials charged with the duty of
seeing to it that passengers on steam
vessels are given adequate protection.
It was the practice of the government
inspectors for a great many years to
overhaul vessels in various districts
only once a year. Secretary Straus
lias Issued an order providing that
such Inspections shall be made at
frequent intervals, three times a year
at least and oftener if the Inspectors
so elect.
Inspector Service.
The department of commerce and
labor, over which Secretary Straus
presides, Is made up of many important bureaus In addition to the steamboat inspection service. To all of
thetn Mr. Straus Is giving his close
personal attention.
lie entered the
cabinet with the intention of making a record for himself, and up to
date he has made good in his purpose.
Oscar Solomon Straus is the first
Hebrew to hold a place at the ministerial board of the federal administration. The statement frequently
made that he Is the first man of his
race to hold a cabinet position in
America Is, strictly speaking, an error. Judah P. Benjamin, perhaps the
greatest Jew developed in the United States, was a member of the
confederate cabinet from the beginning to the end of that tragic experiment
in government.
He was
Jefferson Davis' mainstay In all of
the larger affairs of the confederacy,
and was shifted about from one post
to another, as the exigencies of the
times demanded.
When the dream
of the confederacy
was shattered.
Benjamin went to Europe and
never
returned to his native land. He
achieved some fame in London.
Prior to the civil war he represented Louisiana in the United States
senate.
rauw, jke iHenjamin. wap
Mr.
reared in the south. His father was
a merchant in Georgia, and Straus
was full grown when he moved to
XeYork. He is n lawyer by profession and practiced successfully
many years. He finally drifted into
the mercantile business, and is associated with his brother Isidore. Oscar Straus, however, has never had
much to do with the mercantile business in which he is financially interested. He is too fond of books and
art to care much for the prosaic
routine of buying and selling, and
his latter years have been devoted to
good deeds among the poor of the
metropolis. It is predicted, in Washington that if for any reason Edihu
Hoot should see fit to relinquish the
state portfolio before the end of the
administration, Mr. Straus would be
promoted to the premiership.
He
spent several years in the diplomatic
corps in the administration of Presi
dent Cleveland.
-

Senator Clark to U Questioned
The newspapers have been full of
reports recently that William
A.
Clark, the former senator from Mon-tan- t,
popularity supposed to be the
richest man who ever sat in the Uni
ted States senate, is in danger of
criminal prosecution under the proanti-truvisions of the Sherman
act. it appears that in June, 1903
the Southern Pacific and the San
st

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.
ALL WORN OUT.

then

TERMS

Only $10

Down,

LOTS

Balance $5 a Month.

No

Interest, No Taxes

A chance for every Albuquerque man working for wages or salary to
uuuuic ins income

University Heights
Room

Office

piled up above him. the rocks acting
as shelves
on
uhlch the lumber
landed.
Stewart was taken completely b;)
surprise, and one end of a heavy
timber struck him on the head,
throwing him to the ground against
a pipeline, and fracturing his skull.
Some men who were working in
the vicinity saw the accident and
rushed to the stricken men, pulling
them from under the timbers, and
took them to the Copper Queen hospital. The house surgeons found on
examination of Gardner that he had
less
sustained nothing
than the
laceration of the flesh but an examination of Stewart proved more serious.
It was found that his skull
was fractured, and In the afternoon
the hospital authorities hold out little hope of his recovery.

Pedro road, E. H. Harriman acting
for the former and Clark for the latter, entered Into an agreement where-b- v
roads were to maintain the same
rates,' tariffs and classification. This
agreement In the opinion of many
government officials constituted
a
combination in restraint of trade,
and proceedings against Harriman
.'nil Clark as Individuals, It Is bellev-e- 3
here, will soon be instituted.
When the people In Washington
heard that
Clark
was likely to get in trouble.
the
officials of the law they Just laughed. Clark, who squeezes a dollar until he hears the eagle cream, was
one of the most unpopular men that
ever held public office in Washington.
Multi-millionai- re

Rrownvillo Visit Deferred.
It is not likely that the senate
committee on military
affairs will ! tut: wolfk studio is now
visit Brownsville until late in the lOPKX iXm HUSINKSS. AT XO. 113
autumn.
reThe committee
will
SOUl I Si:tXM STKKET.
sume its sessions next week. Senator Warner. of Missouri, who Is
spokesman for the administration on
POTTERY
the committee, said today that at PREHISTORIC
least fifty witnesses will be summoned to offset the testimony given by
the officers and soldiers of the twenty-fifth
regiment. Among these witIS
AT
nesses will be Captain "Bill"
of the Texas rangers, whose
personal bravery has been described
as of a kind that would lead one "to
AZTEC
charge h I with a bucket of water."
In the debate In the senate, Senator Foraker, the advocate of the
colored troops, criticized statements
alleged to have been made by Cap- - Cave Found In Church Yard
t
(',in
LH'naKi
mat
iimci II II K lit"
Contained Burned Corn
snooting up oi ine lexas town, ana
to
said he would like
meet "this Captain MacDonald" face to face and
and Stone Ax.
question him. Men who are acquainted with both Foraker and
predict there will be no trouAztec, X. M., May 17. That the
ble when they meet. They say that
they may become boon companions modern town of Aztec. N. M., was fitIT MacUonald stays
in Washington tingly named, and that the name belong enough to get acquainted with longs to the prehistoric recoiSi of the
the pugnacious
Ohioan.
Foraker surrounding country, seems to be
and MacDonald are described as be- shown by some Interesting discoveries
ing the same type of men in the mat- which have recently been made by
ter of personal bravery, neither be- i;ev. n. ii. ssenneim. In the garden
ing of a swagRer or bully nature, and of the Presbyterian parsonaue here.
it Is not Improbable that they may Mr. Seilheim struck a cavity with his
spade, the tool going far Into the
became fast friends.
ground. An investigation was made
Xo Xeed of Biff Sliek.
and a small cave or vault was open
There has been no need to employ ed up, which
to have been
the services of the "biff stick" of the either a tomb seemed
or a store house of
house of representatives for the past some departed people.
this store
eight years. The mace is in fact a house was found burned Incorn,
"biif stick" for it is four feet Ions ax heads, pottery and parts of stone
what
and weighs more than fifteen pounds.
to be a human skeleton.
The
As the emblem of authority of the seem
pottery
Is
no
of
design
to
modknown
serjeant-at-arm- s
it never fails to re- ern
Indians,
southwestern
is
of
anil
store order ami bring to their senses singular
beauty. It is believed to be
offending members
who
have lost of
Aztec origin, as it is not even sim
their tempers. An arrest under the
mace Carries Revere penalties and it ilar to the pottery found in the cliff
is this fact which makes it a for- dwellings.
midable weapon when the speaker
'AJdMajfl am m Aiuo Damon nuv
orders It brought into action.
A resolution of the house Is required to restore to good standing
uoqqtr onjg jsqnj io;
any member who does not take his
sb 'Jjoq auuopao udtAl
seat when approached by the
bearing the mace. In
the days when Speaker Heed was
enforcing his celebrated
rules for
counting of a quorum the mace was
brought Into play with great frequency. The last time it was used
was in the fifty-fift- h
congress when
the pounding of the gavel and the
threats of the speaker had no effect
upon the voluble tongue of Jerry
Simpson of Kansas. Finally the
speaker ordered the mace brought in.
The belligerent Kansan scurried to tnoK jo aDuEjcq atrj aiaij. 'uiqDji
his seat when this order was given, u.wu jno. UI
jsjxa SB SUOIJipuoU JDSJ
and order was restored at once.
lsd se ispua p3M3jq st uoqqt anig
jsqej icijj 33UEjnssB aqj puoosg
THE STRANGEST OF
"J33q ucsp b st uoqqij anjjj
Mac-Donal- d,

l

I

Mac-loua-

ld

This is the time of vcar for the "all
yrora out" feeling. You hear it everywhere.
"I'm
all worn out."
Did you ever
top to think
what it means?
Well, it means
just this'; 'my
liver is dull and
RAILWAY ACCIDENTS
not working
properly,
my
takistomach is
TRAIN'
ng- too much TIMIIKItS TIIKOWX
ox a ntOM
stkf.p
whim:CiltADK.
food which it
is'nt digesting;
Ariz.. May 17. One of
properly, I'm theI'hoenix.
US. JOHN
strangest accidents in the history
sll clogged up of railroading
in Arizona was the
from being indoors with so little fresh air all winter art. an expert sleel worker and the
long, and my body is full of impuriiiijuiiiiK ui r.vansK nariiner,
U hil Id ul.fb far, ..v ....
In t a l.nn.lllna
ties. In consequence I'm dull, half ""Kin
feveribh and tired ail the time.' That of steel work, by the falling of
;i
is what a:i worn out really means. i iiiiti? iiom
i r ii
d.Miit; ii
r.n tin !r
both of the men werei'.i
Take a tablespoonf ul of Cooper's New when
I.'. & A. property.
to
.'.iv
the
i,'ar
Discovery three times a day for two Bisbee.
weeks and the 'all worn out feeling
About 9 o'clock in the morning
will certainly leave.
Stewart ami (lardner had reached a
Mr. Burner was 'all worn out' once. point on the railroad... track leading
i.. l....t
n il I.
uirt iv ui .1
in.-- Kill
''For some weeks I suffered from an ii" 1' lllu
inn in
ine iioioiooiv
affection cf the stomach that seemed sioifr u h.'i-- the lint kiln iu oln .t.l
they heard a freight train comto wear me out completely. My sys- when
ing behind them, and stepped to one
tem was run down, my bowels constiside to let It pass. At that point the
pated, I had dull headaches and grade becomes heavier, and the train
although I was not sick enough to go was gathering speed to carry It over
to bed I tiid not hare ambition to stir the incline and get onto the line lead- around. I read of Cooper's New Dis- ing to the Spray shaft. Loaded on
covery and began using it. I am glad the cars were heivy timbers destined
for the mines.
Just as one of the
to say that two bottles put me on my cars
reached a point opposite where
feet and relieved every symptom of the Hso
men were standing, one of
my trouble. It is one of the best systhe stays broke
a number of
). r. otem tonics I have ever heard of." tile tifnli..rs 1:.rrettandlie tli..
John Kurger, lll'J Hopkins St., Cin- of the train in making the grade were
cinnati, i .
iiii"wn iniecii lovi.tiu me IWO Tllell.'
When lie s.tw the side piece break
"e sell the famous Cooper
away,
was causht before he got
remedies. ..... f but
.
i v u icri, anu
...ll....!ll..
ueiween two pro- uiieu
THE J, H. O'RIELLY CO.
n mi ii pin nj uiy u veil
i.'tns.
tils life, because as his body fell be- Corner Second St. and Ruilroad Ave. I M . til.. rii. I. J I llu t i it i k..r . ........ '
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PASTOR STAYED UP TOO LATE
WHEN

THESE ARE
CARRIAGE

COOPLE

HEJARRIED

BUYING DAYS

Easy Terms

Dr. Boynton Says Congregational Clergy
Do Not Approve of Such Midnight

r.

Clark
fends Himself.

Weddings-D-

York, May 17. Rev. John
Clark of the Hushwlck avenue,
Brooklyn, Congregational church, is
the center of a bitter strife among
the members of the Clinton Avenue
Congregational church and Its pastor.
Rev. Nehemlah, Boynton. The cause
of the trouble is that Dr. Clark acted
as clergyman In uniting W. Kills
Corey, president of the United States
Steel trust, and Mabelle Gilman, the
actress. In marriage.
Dr. Boynton had this to say today:
"It Is too early to say anything
definite, but very vigorous steps will
be taken in the matter.
We don't
stand for that sort of thing In the
Congregational church, and, as Dr.
Clark came over from the 1'resbyter-lan- s
only three months ago, it makes
matters worse. As moderator of the
council which Installed Dr. Clark, I
wish to register my protest against
the marrying
those people. The
council that nppolnted him Is. of
course, dissolved, and can take no
action, but his ministerial standing
and repute rest largely with the Congregational Ministers' association of
Manhattan, and I ant sure his act is
not to be passed up unheeded.
"If the home means anything, If
we are to bo half way decent, we
can't have our clergy standing up in
the middle of the night to sanction
n
such promiscuity as the
affair."
Dr. Boynton wrote a letter. In
ti
which he refers to the
nuptials as a "miserable, unholy and
disgustingly bestial proceeding."
"I looked into the matter carefully
before I consented to offlclato at the
wedding." said Dr. Clark, "and as I
knew neither a law of the Congregational church nor any other reas.n
I

New

Corey-Oilma-

Corey-Ollma-

and
Low Prices
Do you Intend buying; a. rehlcle to enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Incomes.

De-

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

why I should not have married the
couple, 1 did not hesitate to proceed.
"I Investigated the relations between Mr. Corey and Miss Gilman,
looked Into the status of the divorce
In question and then formed my opinion, which told me to go ahead. Of
course, there are always persona who
see fit to criticise."
Sore Ntppioa.
Any mother who has had experience
with this distressing; ailment will be
pleased to know that a cure may be
affected by applying Chamberlain's
Salve as soon as the child Is done
nursing. Wipe It off with a soft cloth
before allowing; the babe to nurse.
Many trained nurses use this salve
with the best results. For sale by
all druggists.
o

We do It right. ItOCUII DltV. Imperial Laundry Co.
u
9100 Reward. $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to learn that there la at least one
dreaded disease that science has been
able to cure In all Its stages, and that
is Catarrh. Hall
Catarrh Cure la the
only positive cure now known to the
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Kail's Catarrh Cure Is
taken Internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature In doing Its work.
The proprietors have ao much fnlth In Ita
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any caae that It
rails to cure. Send for list of testimonials. Address:
V. J. CIlKNUlf ft CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's family Uls for constlpa- -

Albuquerque Carriage
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Foundry and Machine Works

If.
HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Mmomlrm as Mlnln
mmit main
Foundry- east- aide of railroad track
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Consolidated Liquor Company
Buoeeisors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and IACHECHI A GIOMf.
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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wrytblng la tloek to outfit
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most fastidious
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Hsvs bean appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fen See, .
Schlltz, Wm. Lamp and St Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. MeBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. Motw
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies toe numerous te mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But tell tbe straight article aa received by us from tne best laerlee.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United 8tat a. Cell and lnieeet ear
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee klat.
Issued to dealers only.
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Btchechi, Treasurer.
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EXCURSION
return S40.2S, April
ljUIUI iTUIJ SI..
' " w
Norfolk, Va., and return, 15 day limit,
158.75: sixty day, $72.90; aeason
limit, uec. 15th, 187.45.
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. SO, 1907. Return
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
Columbus, Ohio, and return, $67.60.
Tickets on sale May 12 to 16, and
19th and 20th. Return limit June
6tn.
Dickson, Tenn., and return, $62.75.
ncKeis on sale May 12, 13 and 14
Pinal limit, June 2d.
T. E. PURDT. Agent.
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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Mexico City and

3. T. Eakln, President
Q. Oloml, Vic President.

Co.

Corner First and Tijeras Road.

f

And Principal Eastern Points
On Sale Daily
June 1st to Sept, 30th

via

Announcement
621 North

Stiwt.

Phono Xo. 483
Having acquired an interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
Heating
and
company, Mr. John Strumqulst vMX In
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to this company.
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9, Cromwell Building, Opposite First National Bank.
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Low rates. long limit, tickets ac
cepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
will plan your trip back east. We
are all going. Why not you?

--

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
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E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

B. RUPPE
203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

j

Waste Land
Wanted

in larg tracts. Title
must be perfect.
Aadreae. IUi HI, No. Zaklaa, Was. I'. S. a

Genuine American block, per
ton
$6 50
Cerrllloa Lump
S6.Be
Anthracite N'nt
$8.60
Antliraclto luUml
.00
Auiliraclte, More .and .furnace

sa.ss

Clean Gaa Cuke
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per

SS.tH)

load.... $1 IS

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Pbouea.

i
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&IBUQUERQUE

PACTS FOFH

The ALBUQUERQUE

TELEGRAPHIC

THE CUB'S

EVENING CITIZEN

CORNER

In N"rbrn.kR.

basking

violet,
Little pprinR-tim- e
the sun,
Little zephyrs whispering
As they run.

CITIZEIf.

EVENING

I

WHERE

SUMMER FURNISHINGS

1007.

COMFORT

REIGNS

fl

w York Stock.
1 11.20
October Cotton
American Smelters
129 "i
Amalgamated
94 H
Copper
cloudlet, passing
Little snow-whit- e
87
American
Foundry
Car
overhead,
88
Atchison
dropping,
Temperature is
.
62 ,
Anaconda
It Is said.
96
Baltimore and Ohio
Rapid Transit . . . . r,s'i
Little snowflakes falling from a Brooklyn
. 173 7
Canadian Pacific
sky,
leaden
32
BROGAN
Colorado
Fuel
WILLIAM F.
W. S. STRICKLER
shivering
Little violet
Chicago (Sreat Western com . 11
why?
Wonder
. 37
Cheasepeake anu Ohio
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
.
23 Ti
com
Pawning heams of sunlight, from the Erie
,
ICrie first pfd
55
creep,
east slow
(. N. Ore Ctfs
Violet burled under snow
116
Louisville and Nashville
Two feet deep.
74
Missouri Pacific
for your house should Include some
11 ELY Egt irrED JOB I1.PAIITMI NT.
6 44
National Lead
of those cool and comfortable easy
Sprlnjr IVwm.
New York Central
11314
chairs, settees, etc., made In reed,
Well, gentle spring is here
BEST ADVERTISING MEDIO! IX T1IE SOUTirEST.
131
Northern Pacific
rattan or prairie grass. Those people
violets
With
blue.
Ontario
and
Western
364
who have used them know their genMEXICO.
NEW
IX
TArEU
REPUBLICAN
LEADING
Ant lots of vernal cheer,
Pennsylvania
122
uine worth, those who have not do
Rending
And ahkerchoo!
107
not know what satisfaction they are
southwest.
20
boosting albvqverqtje axi
Rock Island com
missing. A very full line of these
83
Southern Pacific
The tinkling raindrops fall
goods can be seen at F. H. Strong's,
DEAL."
SQVARE
AND
THE
PRINCIPLES
131
St. Paul
KETVBL1CAX
Upon the roof.
who Is able to offer very exception3
V
14
Cnlon
Pacific
What thoughts do they recall
al values In all styles.
36
V. S. S. com
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND Al XIUARY NHVS SERVICE.
Of atcheeewhoof !
99 4
C S. S. pfd
13 '
Greene Cunanea
The loveliest blooms adorn
17
Shannon
Each bush and shrub.
83 Mi
Copper Range
How sweet to stroll at morn
91
North Butte
Among gubblub!
26 7
Butte Coal
54
Old Dominion
I love the gentle spring,
3
Santa Fe Copper
The woodland mold.
WiCC
'WITS
Calumet
and Arizona ....174
But what a beastly thing
Sales at noon 237.000 shares.
To have a cold!
Money closed 2 4 2 'i per cent.
WiCC
Philadelphia Bulletin.
oooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxicx
O
Summary of Conditions.
I now will write a little verse
in
17.
May
New
York,
Americans
Complete, concise, tactful and terse. London firm, "A to 'j above parity,
This is the age of the woman.
And the future also Is hers.
with I'nion Pacific especially strong.
girl? were refused Admission As you my musings will peruse,
London market quiet and Idle and
It is lex than fifty vears since American
11
you
you
in l
write for
Just what
and
anticipating holidays Saturday
to the colleges their brothers attended. Now there are more women
choose.
Monday.
the colleges than men.
bill
signs
Jersey
New
Governor of
Merchants Would you have it gay and light.
Almost every agency of modern times caters to woman. press
creating railroad commission.
seeks
support.
The
strontr
Of sunlight day and starry night?
vie for her custom. The r'Plt wants her
Railroads take optimistic view of
crop conditions in Central and Southher favor and patronage. Woman is no longer behind the throne. She is hall It be of spring's glad
states.
west
hours.
the throne.
Of trickling
Strong demand for stocks In loan
brooklets,
birds and
All this cHange of a few years seems a radical departure. But cast
.'
crowd.
flowers
your eyes over Europe.
Crop conditions Improving in Kan-N- o
The women of Britain are pounding at the doors of parliament seek- Shall it be of the dusty street,
truth In rumor that Canadian
ing suffrage.
Of the toiling mart, where the world s
Pacific bought New Brunswick Southtides meet?
In Germany the gates of the ancient universities have been lifted from
railway.
ern
their hinges to let women In.
it be of toll and care.
In Italy the parliament has appointed a commission to arrange, if pos- Shall
Kansas City Livestock.
Of the fatherless home and the cup- sible, for equal suffrage.
Kansas City, May 17. Cattle re- Doara Dare l
The French women have gone ahead of men In the field of scientific
celpts 1,000, Including 100 southerns.
Market strong. Southern steers $3.50
discovery. And in England of the twelve best selling books every one was Or would you sing of love and Joy,
cows
$3.004.20;
irvb.iO; southern
written by a woman.
Of harrassed lad and maiden coy;
and feeders $3.50 It 5.00; bulls
steers
Even in darkest Russia women physicians are teaching the doctors of
$4.25
6.50;
steers
western
$3.25(5
fed
Of the lowing klne, or clanging shop; 5.50; western fed cows
.
the world advance methods in hospital work.
But most striking of all. In Finland think of it In Finland! nine- or the valleys depths or mountain'.;
2000.
Market
receipts
Sheep
top?
5 to 10c lower. Muttons $5.40 f 6.50;
teen women now occupy seats as law makers in the legislature of that
$6.75 fi 8.40; range wethers
lambs
duchy!
Speak up. it's al! the same to me;
$4.7afi6.70; fed ewes $4.50 'f? 6.50.
In point of fact, in Its appreciation and advance of women great as
ve got this Btunt to do, you see.
that advance has been America is In some respects far behind women.
Chicago Livestock.
This is the woman's age.
Town or mountain, glad or solemn.
Chicago, May 17. Cattle receipts,
In this new equation of modern life I man to be the X the unknown It takes Just so much for my column. 1000. Market steadv. Beeves $4.25 fl
quantity?
6.45; cows $1.80ra5.40; heifers $2.70 $J
Who Buys Tliem?
good to
5i 5.40; calves $4.506.25;
You know Senator Albert Jeremiah prime steers $5.35(86.45; poor to meBeverldge says the most Interesting dium $4.25 (fj) 5.30; stockers and feed'
reading in the world is the Bible,
ers $2.905.15.
in CCd
always had a haunting suspicion of
4000.
receipts
Sheep
Market
papers to create the impression such statements from such statesmn. steady. Western $4.50 Q 6.15; yearThe attempts of the
ifj
as
especially
Jeremiah,
western
Albert
6.60;
lings
$6.00
lambs
and
when
that Theodore Roosevelt is losing ground and prestige in the gathering the Methodist ote Is still at large.
$6.25 !i 8.75.
The and a
moles of th next nresidentlal campaign, is not having much effect.
horse
noinito
dark
liable
be
Kansas Citv Star, an Independent paper, which backed Oovernor Folk of nated for the presidency.
Money Market.
But,
Missouri, a. democrat, and Theodore Roosevelt, a republican. In the last get back to the subject i ran aero- lNew York, May 17. Prime
flat footed with the statement that Roosevelt, or a man at the Alvarado ..he other clay cantlle paper 5 ',2 per cent;
ranks. wno can sure oick up anything the; 6b c.
a Roosevelt man. alone can carry Missouri back intoIs republican
freely expressed, senator says almg the line of ;ho,
Missouri is not the only state where this sentiment
'
Spelter Market.
Ther can be no doubt of a republican president at the next election, who most read book.
St. Lou iff. May 17. Spelter quiet,
"What do you sell?" I asked.
OUR
INTERVIEW
nce it clearly Indicate
ever he may be, but the following is interesting,
he answered: "best so!!. $6.37Vi.
that Theodore Roosevelt will have much to do in the selection of that presi Ing"Bibles,"
In
book
I
the
world.
don't
know
Metal Market.
The Star says
dent.
what becomes it all of them, but the
New York, May 17. Lead dull, 6
"It does not make any difference to Mr. T. K. Xledringhaus who is the th mand still keps
up."
Ti 6.0.1;
copper
dull 24.75 'n 25.50.
next president. Just so Missouri goes republican.
But as chairman of ths
Then he unwound a few stati.,'.lcs.
said A. J.
"The market is
republican state committee. Mr. Niedringhaus should very soon comprehend
Our publishlnjc house, while
le
St. hmli Wool Market.
Maloy, the .veil krown market man
that the state will not be won for the republicans unless the right sort of of the largest It the country, supplies
St. Louis, May 17. Woo) steady; of Railroad avenue. "V have plenty
pernaps one-na- n
or the annual out- unchanged.
candidate is nominated by that party for the presidency.
of fruit of the beat .jaality iid vege
d
We
"To coquette with all sides might suit the purposes of a few politicians, put of Bibles fo." the year.
I
tables to burn I mean t.i eat.
placed
on the
and
'
llOIKI. AKKIYAI.S.
This thing of year 980,000
but the people do not care a rap about the federal plums.
have no complaint u make; none
Utiles.
al
seenu
This
occupying the center of the stage' and standing off until the state's dele
whatever. We belong to the BoostThe Alvarado.
beyond belief when you fUu.v
gat Ion to the national convention can be knocked down to the highest bidder most perhaps
H. A. Ma.sal, Los Angeles; (Juy ers' club hi?r3 and we are trying l"
five times that nun.ner
that
constitutes a form of poltics that has proved disastrous to the republicans were sent out through the coui.'-Buck. Kl l'aso; Irvin Barnett. Los An- feed the pcop'e on tho fat of the
We need more fai people here
of Missouri.
It should have seen its last day.
.Vow ,ten years ago it was :stima'ed geles; Ike N. Kriegshaber. St. Louis; land.
air
A proved lloosevelt man is the only kind that can carry Missouri for by some Bible society that there t.ere A. Vandervart. Boston; WarrenLo'iis-vill-A. and we woull rave them If the imDenver; A. Upefelvauer.
wasn't so iare ilvit ii is almost
the republican party.
Motives of political sanaeitv as well as reeard for three Bibles In existence for f . n1 Hall. J.
(1. Iteis. St. Louis; K. F. Wilpossible to pile in sup-.- i fiuous flesh;
the national welfare dictate that Missouri republicans should early place family in the I'rlted States If tin.. son, Chicago;
H. C. Harmon, Port- or Is It that we are ail so industrious
Is true, what must be the nui.il'rl
themselves In line for Secretary Taft.
St. Louis; Geo. thatne fat will not nick!'
llenesley,
The reactionaries in their conspiracy now
land;
Walter
That is
and what Is done with them
against me Kooseveu policies are working for delay.
Spangenkory. Denver; W. W. Rob- the way it
tho trccccry busi'n
"I
would
estimate
5.300.000
that
Sanas a pivotal state of the west, in the republican column for the flrrt Bibles
Oklahoma City; A. M.
ness .anyway. You seldom see a fat
testaments were sola last ertson.
chez, Santa Fe; J, J. Kcuirdye, Mex- groceryman.
time in lis untrammeled history Missouri has an especially strong call to year In and
country. It hardly so tins ico City;
this
W'lnfield.
Ka..;
Raines,
Fre.l
liiace useir rignt on the Issues now confronting the nation, and not to wait that this demand can keep up wltir ut
H. W. Kelm. Las Cruces; J. H. Robuntil otner great states have taken the Initiative."
I ut
ROYAL .HIT UAM.EHY.
there being a great
inson. Kansas City; S. Y. Blath, Santa
two large
there are
publisinm Fe; K. F. James, San Francisco; B.
houses In this country that p nil F. Hiostasil. Santa Fe; 1. B.
The Ladles Aid society of ih? Pres- nothing but Blbies. and at that a
F. M. dough, San Marclal.
bvetrian chiuvn will eiuer:ai,i their
large part of th Bibles use I here are
friends in ;h church patlors n.'xtfrom the English press, i"ioried in
The Sturgos.
Michigan has recently furnished one of the curiosities of the law
C. Foster. Stanton. Va. Mrs. B. J. Tuesday ewiiwe. A H"""1 Arl Oalheets and bouna here to save d kv
its constitution contains a provision that "the state shall not be a party on the leather covers."
Jackson. Wlllard. N. M.; A. J. Smith, lerv will be a feature or the evening.
Denver; Davie McKay, Denver; Mrs. Refreshments Mill be served and
to, or Interested in, any work of internal improvement."
0
C. A. Dalies, Willard; W. H.
evei vbodv Is urged to ?o ne and have
Iietrolt authorized the construction of a few miles of street railway
ROSCOE, THE ROOSTER.
The proceeds "ill
stye, Denver; J. M. Markel. Joseph E. :v nleasant tiuv?.
It already owned and was operating waterworks, lighting plants and otli
A.
Johnson,
Chicago;
lie nrinlieil unoil the pledge the so
John
Nelram.
er municipal works. For some reason, that the lay mind would find It
San Marclal, Dan Blume. San Fran-- I clety made to li.e building f'liil for
hard to understand, it was claimed that the prohibition against the state
Cisco; I. M. Donaldson. El l'aso; ieo. the new church.
operated also against munlcipalties. And more, that street railways were
It. Varney. Alamogordo. N. M.; R. J.
Walker, Flagstaff, Arizona.
a prohibited "work of internal improvement." while waterworks and elec
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
trie light plants were not. The Judges of the Detroit court split three to
rOULlRYSHOH
Best couches, felt mattresses, child's
three, and the supreme court of the state four to four on this question.
rolling chairs, chiffoniers, cots and Full RENT Good furnished hoino
When Judges ditTer after this fashion is it not clear that their
tent and rooms; board in conn'
book cases are among the new arrlv-- I
notions cut a large figure In their Judgments? The people are
tion. 124 South Edith street.
als for the week at Futrelle's Furnlt- more and more coming to see that Judges are human, and that they carry
ure Emporium, corner Second street 1iST Sack of sugar in Higlilaidv
and Coal avenue.
Find
avenue.
Into their Judicial work their prejudice for and against certain public poll
railroad
near
cies. Lawyers who favor municipal ownership construe constitutions and
leave word at this otllce.
MITIt'K.
seven-roonew
One
statutes so as to promote that policy, and lawyers who ;tre opposed do the
on and after May 16th. our retail Kill! SALE
lirlck house, furnished complete,
opposite. The law is anything but an exact science.
fuel business will be conducted on a
good
farm
tine water, two acres
cash basis. This means that payment
lao.l close In. all fenced. Outhouses
must accompany the order or be made
The way the American and foreign Heels are burning up powder in
barn. Address "for sale" this
and
be
will
No
fuel
at time of delivery.
firing salutes al the Jamestown exposition, there won't be enough ammunl
office.
ALONE
unloaded until it has been paid for.
tion left to carry on a war even if one could be arranged at this late date
W. II. 1IA11N & CO.
IN A
DR. E. J. l'A lt IIIN.
ine Japanese general, Kurokl, was received with a salute of 300 guns.
TRY'
GREAT
IS ON BERRIEN: 4)1 RS
. I'lix-- I.
laii anil Surgeon.
IHE
ARE ALWAYS THE BEST.
A New York policeman leveled his pistol at a would-b- e
Y
suicide the othe
oftice over Yaim Drug Store, 7office
MONARCH (.IIIK KI1V CO.
day and told him he would be shot dead did he not at once drop. the pistol
to
9
12
a. m.. 2 to a, and
to
hours
AN OUTCAST.
with which he was preparing to fchoot himself; whereupon the would-b- e
sui
RVI'EAI.O M'XCll AT VAXX'S ii. m. Phones, oftice 4 41. residence
clde dropped It like a flash.
Is the first law of nature.
(To be continued.)
65.
XEW EOCXTAIX.
London s paupers will soon be Installed in a magnificent "home" costir.
$2,000,000.
The building will be a veritable palace and a paradise for h bo
and outcasts.
It is much handsomer that Buckingham palace, and is fitted
up with all the modern contrivances of personal comfort.

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
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MARKETS

The following quotations were re
ceived by F. J. Orat A Co., brokers.
over their own crlvate wires from
New York. Room 87, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

In

KIIIW.

Heyward Bros. &
Wakefield & Co.
Ratan Goods

By The Citizen Publishing Co.

,

Karpen Bros.

,

)

Leather Goods
you will find a room with mission
furniture, which particularly lends Itself to home cosiness, but Imparts a
picturesque elegance to the furnishing of a home. Our stock of this furniture is complete, embracing sofas,
rockers, chairs, tables, book cases and
everything that will aua to the enjoyment of the living rooms.

Stickley Bros.
Farmed Oak

the

F. H. STRONG

Wfiere

Or

Woman 5top;
Sne Stop?

iuCR

1

in

!MJ

l

AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

$3.25-5)4.75-

Call and See Them.

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

'

RooseveCtism

8

REFRIGERATORS

1

lit

2nd and Copper

STRONG BLOCK

fflissouri

Albuquerque, New Mex.

W

!:

I

:

WILL PAY THE BOY.

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

HO Wast Gold Avenue

ilu-h.-

pjh-llshe-

t

'

Metropolitan Concerts at Home

y.

'. 1

1

over-suppl-

y,

Len-nlco-

fudges and tJneir PerscnaC Prejudices

If

VICTOR
1.000 RECORDS

JUST

e;

:4

WHITSON MUSIC CO,

124 South Second St.

,

inhere k

i'J

u

AnylRin

Dearer

To

'

m

r it

III

Abe Ruef, the San Francisco corruptionist. is kepi buy tlose days Implicating "others who also grafted."
An hone-- t confession is y
for the
oul.
If Ruef's confession is honest, it would appear that it is abo-ihe
first honest thing he has done for some time.
1

Thousands of head of range cattle are to In brought from the Mexican
Republic Into Texas ami New Mexico for range during the summer.
NeiV
Mexico already has a mammoth cattle
but the can take iare of a
few more and then some.

TO BUY M PBAMO

,

The Arizona Republican U struggling manfully to learn something of
New Mexico conditions and New Mexico people.
With perseverance, it
may succeed, hut present Indications are that it Is not .in apt pupil.
They are still Investigating the Brownsville affair.
It may be po.-ihl- e
to drag the riot inquiry out until the next presidential campaign, when
Can be ued to tome advantage In certain sections mabe.

It

' "lafSlXl
public that
the I'.ms

Now Uie press dispatches Inform the confiding
It Is certainly
police have actually caught several French spies.
to know that the I'aris police were able to catch anyone.

After butting into the Central American war as
Thus

Ico Is now about to lick one of the belligerents.
beaten Into a slapstick,

Germany
United Stuu-slives.

g

1

news

peaci niaki r.

the

o:ie branch

is how considering the commercial modus Mwn'ii with the
This will do to pass the time with until the iliplodocus Br

it u i.eiHm.iiiB- to look like San Francisco had more trouble within I'.s
City limits than the whole of Russia with her fighting terrorists.
There is a growing suspicion that when Peary find the North Pole It Is
his Intention to mart an ice trust In the far north.
jiive

women car drivers. On the other hand, It will
Chicago Is to lm
a few; more openings as drivers of baby buggies.
(M- -n

OUR SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE

TODAY

OUR

STOCK

CONSISTS

OF

OVER

COAL
BE8T CLARKVILLE LUMP
H-6PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
MM
PER TON

ArTCR MAY IS

PIANOS

John
B02

S.

Beavcn

80UTH FIRST STREET.
Dr. Wllllunm' Indian PIU
Mtituif lit will cure blind
licUiliff
liiet'Ulii;
ftliu

Cash Buyers and all who may desire a Piano will
not overlook this sale. Just received a $1500
shipment of TALKING MACHINES and RECORDS. We will be Glad to show YOU our stock

209 West Gold Avenue

Square

Music Dealers

established I0OO

)

A

HE

Ho net Injure
ilieir physical and
mental well being with Indigestible
they grow
liemember,
bread.
when fed best. Select a quality at
bread that you know la made right i;.
every way. I'nder sanitary conditions, of good Hour, properly mixer,
and Baked, so ns to be whnleeome a tut
nutritious, HaMinps' brerul on trla.
will be found to fulfill every requi.t-mtn- l.

FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
CANDIES. AT WALTON'S DRUG

PIONKER BAKERY

-

& UNDEMANN,

THE CIIII.WIF.V OF TOOVY
lilt; JIKN AXI WtlMKX

nita- liubaiortitoiuetuuiorx
i.u.K ti e iU'UiiiK tit om e, cu
as a ruiiK'e, t.".t-i- Instant r
luf. Dr. t illiums lmlmn 1'ile Oitit
umnt Is nri'iart'U for I'ileumil lu
lnf cf the iirivate parts. by;re.jf boi re-U
mull on
murritnteil. liv drui'iftsts.
rflft of prn-r- ; ci at im' Jl.cxi. MhLLM5
fcrUFCTURIN6 fl 1'ror. :ivoliiJ. uuio
SON.
FOR SALE BV S. VANN
.

LEARNARD

Phone 98

FOR CASH ONLY

G

FORTY

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

WOOD

Of all uied and rented Pianos opens MONDAY
MORNING, MAY 13. Watch for the descriptive bill which will be placed in your home
showing the EXTRAORDINARY
OPPORTUNITIES we place before you
PIANO-BUYIN-

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

b-- ;

rr
ruilAY. MY
EIGHTH

GRADE

EVEXlo

ALRUQUEROUE

IT. 1007.

EXER-

-

CISES LARGELY

W.
i

W.

W'DOHALO THE WHAT THE MARKET

AF- -

CHOICE

FORDS FOR SUNDAY

COMMANDER OE

CITIZEN.

BIT OF ENGLISH A

PAGE FIVE

WOMAN

AND

CHILD

Make Your
Hot Porch

FOR PINO PONG
BALLS

ATTENDED

ESCAPE

Cool

and Girls' Were 'Albuquerque Veteran Elected Being Cut Is No Insult to a Pacific Avenue Residents Are Buggv Upset Into Washout on
Cucumber-- A Pickle's
Yesterday at Las
Fined S3 For Talking
Dressed In White.
Railroad Avenue Near
Vegas.
About Fach Other.
Program.
University.
Advice.

Fifty Boys

The Kilts' theater whs packet! ltt:t
nifrht with fond parents anil Interested friend of the eighth grade pupils

who received promotion.
The Idea
of having these exercise for ellBtbles
to the high school Is new, and, as
was demonstrated last nljjht by the
large audience, It Is popular. From
the first to the last number on the
program the exercises were Interesting and Indicative of good training,
both In the picturesque features, such
as the fan drill, the military drill and
the pantomime and In the recitations,
tatlons.
The ringing by the entire class and
the vocal and instrumental music by
individual members was most pleasing and of praiseworthy merit.
The interior of the theater was dec.
orated with festoons of white ribbon,
flowers and
appropriate banners.
All the class, which numbered about
fifty members, was In white boys as
well as girls. The pupils seemed to
enjoy their part in the exercises and
the various features of the program
were carried out without a hitch.
Plentlous
applause greeted
the
young graduates and encores were
frequent.
Many flowers were handed- over the footlights.
During the second part of the exercises W. D. Sterling, superintendent
of schools, together with the teachers
and entire class of the eighth grade,
sat on the stage.
The following Is the program of
exercises:
PART I.
Chorus "Ebb and Flow"
King
Entire Grade.
Greeting
Frank Spitz
Fan Drill by sixteen girls.
Flag Drill by nineteen boys.
"Way Down on the "
Pantomime
Swanee River."
Scarf Drill by seven girls.
PART II.
Oirls' Chorus "Swing Song". . . . Lohr
Piano Dtiet "Sunflower Dance"...
MacOlymont
.Misses Janet Glegoldt and Jeun-ett- e
Hiseock.
Recitation "Columbus"
Walter Shutt
Vocal Duet "When Life is Brightest"
Plnsult
Misses Viola Plueher and Lola
Xeher.
Recitation Selection from "Birds'
Christmas Carol"
Frances Holliduy
Piano Duet "Qui Vive"
Oanz
Margurlte
Misses
Anson
and
Lftura Coen.
Violin Solo "Down Where the
I'aisies Grow"
Sousa
Clyde Ross.
Recitation "Mr. Drown Gets His
Florence Gustafson
Hair Cut"
Piano Solo "La Llslnlera"
Chaminade
Jeanette Hlscock.
Presentation of Class
Mrs. Ella La Bar
Presentation of Certificates
Supt. W. D. Sterling
Roll Call of the Class
..Miss Blanche Otis
Chorus "A. .shored"
Watson
Kntire Grade.
Musical Director Miss Caroline A.
Strong.
Accompanists Marguerite
Anson,
Elizabeth Shaffer, Laura Coen, Helen
Anderson.

ELECTS OFFICERS

The Gold Bullion Mining company,
which has extensive placer properties
near Golden, in south Santa Fe county, held its annual meeting on Tuesday and elected the following officers
F. M. Bar-deand board of directors:
president; S. H. Wagner, vice
president; S. M. Allen, treasurer; H.
jiagermau, assistant treasurer; It. S.
Directors, F.
Kadcliffe. secretary.
M. Harden, C. K. Griemer, C. X. Hui-toA. L. Smedley, L. It. Prince,
Charles F. Kasloy, H. Hagerman, S.
H. Wagner and S. M. Allen.
The
company is to have a large amount of
new machinery and will be equipped
with the most extensive placer mining plant in central .New Mexico. The
new officers are citizens of Hamilton.
Ohio, and that city will be the eui-- t
rii headquarters 0f the company.
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SHEEPMEN HAVE

"How do;s It feel to be n cucumber?
That's easy.
It's deligntful:
Ipt me convince you
It Is always so
nice and cut, vou know. I'd like
being a cucumber better than anything else I can think of."
It was a large, smooth vegetable
that spoke. The vegetable was the
envy of all the radishes, tomatoes,
beets and their tribe which lay in assorted lots under the awning of the
provision store.
"Xo, I'm not ,'rom Boston, even If
I am cool," continued the cucumber.
1
hall from the south, but I have
no kick against Albuquerque.
I just
arrived this morning, but from what
I have already aeen of your housewives, I wmil deem !t a great pleasure to be Be: ?.! on an Albiicuerque
table.
"Xo, I don't think people ar-- natural born snobs lust because iney cat
me. I was raised to expect Just that
kind of treatmen.
Reallv, I look
forward to being sliced wif-- i
the
greatest Impatience. Vou seo j hvp
never been under the knife and I welcome any ne,v experience, no matter
If it be a pain'ul operation.
"My dear sir, I resent your remark
that I make you sick. I am rlpt
not old, mind you, lut mature and
in prime con litlon for eatlr.AT.
Let
me give you a little advice: Slice me
up, put peppr, salt and vinegar on
me, and you will bj In no danger
whatever.
"Well, It was har 1 to Imh my
brothers and listers who stilt cling
to the vine, but I had to leav.j sometime or rot. I'd rather serve a useful purpose ary day than rot 'n idleness. 1 came Into the worU Aith a
purpose ouch! Excuse me I pot a
slight bruise in my side on the train
and it pains , nt times. It's all rlgh!
now that is-- the piin but If someone don't buy me today, I feur
will effect my general appearance so- that I will be unmarketable.
I dread to think that, after all the
care which has been expended upon
my culture, in spite of it all, 1 should
come to the KarSage tan."
Produce nnd Ibices.
The average prices tor the different
varieties of meats, vegetables, frul'..
fishes, etc., are ua follows:
.Meats Beer, ts to 25 cents rtr
pound; pork. 1. to 20 cents per
pound; veal, 10 to 20 tents per pound:
10 to 18 cents per niurul:
ASKED FOR
CENTS mutton,
spring lamb, 73 cents per si .la, ham,
44 to 05 cents j.er pound; sa'isi;?, 25
to 40 cents per pound; cheese, 45 to
i
cents per pc unrt
GOT BEATING
Vegetables Wtx beans, 20 c?nts
per pound; potatoes,
new
thvee
pounds for 25 cents; potaoej, o'd,
eight pounds for 2a cents; cucumbers,
10 cents: tomatoes. 10 cents poi'.nn;
peas, two pounds for 25 cent) spinach, two pounds for 15 cents; lettuce, two bu l "ii"s for 5 cents;
t
cents per pound: onion? i
I'ete Bad.ir.i.-- . proprietor of the cents 6pound:
lyiter plant, i cents
saloon at Th'rl anil Copper avenue, bunch;
rhubarri. two for 15 cent.; aswas tinetl $30, u- - thirty days in jail,
paragus,
5 c.'i'a hunch; native cauliIn police co. lit this morning, for assaulting Cleorw Washington Jackson, flower, 20 ;en s pour.d.
Fruits
Ora.iie. 4030 to 60 cc:'s a
uti old negro, t.vr the heal with a
Lizon;
cents
'ilinjf Ills dozen: baiium,
I:i
club or hei.y
apples, 10 ce.i.s pound; strawberries,
story, Jackso'i
id: up
15
cents a bov; blackberries, :'0 cents
"Jedge, I cleaned
Peter's saloon, rooms ,n' I thliiKs, and charge! a box.
Fish
Sani" ;m last week.
HO
pay
him
cents. He declined ter
me that mu.'h. tut gave me tw.i Mis.
I hantls him h:rk the two bits.
Th.i
next day I asks him again for the GO
rents, and he hits me over tin head
with a club."
Badaracco said that Jackson was
drunk .and that as he owed him at)
cents, he only pave him 25 mm for
his work. I was not in my s ilo :i
when he was assaulted.
The First street nataloruim was
"Well, from the .evidence I take it
opened for business for the
that you were the only person whJ formally
summer
this morning.
I'l:
had a grudge against Jackson, so
just fine you $ io, or thirty days, ' runl
The ladies of Triple Link Rebekah
lodge Xo. 10, I. O. O. F.. are requestJudge Craig.
"I'll appeal fie case," yelled Bad- ed to meet at Odd Fellows' hall, Sataracco, Jumi'in.; up and r.ii.'iirf urday, at 2:30 p. m., for drill.
around the court room.
The street car switch on First
"Sit down!' omnianilcl t't'e .urt. street, between Gold and Railroad
avenues, is being straightened into
one track.
Manager T. C. DeShon. of the Al
buquerque Carriage
company,
has
bought through the Porterliel'd company, a
house ut 310 .South
Kdlth street.
FOR SOLDIERS
The county commissioners
have
called for estimates at the county
surveyor's office for the constriction
a new dyke 011 the north side of
Xew Mexico evl.le;tlv looks good t of
the war deparuot'iit.
branch of the liarclas bridge.
There will be a regular meeting of
the HI Paso re'TUillng station ha
Adah Chapter Xo. 5. O. E. S., tills
I'rmes, and evening,
been organized tit
at S o'clock. By order of
others are route ni;o:t;e
for AlbuLaura Fluke, secquerque, Silver O'y :i:ul Roswell worthy matron.
station Is in charge retary.
The Las
of Private Joiiu Xewett. while th
Pitt Ross, county surveyor, is at
Silver City ollice Is to be in charge of Alameda today supervising the finSergeant Jones, formerly villi the El ishing up of Hie tl) kes built there recently for the additional protection
Paso office.
'aptaln Wiig.il is in charge of loj against a rise of the Hio Grande.
On July 1, this year, the battalion The work will be completed today.
of soldiers noat Forts Bliss an-A grade has been established for a
Bayard will bo relieved ty a batt
new sewer which will be built from
infantry
from the Nineteenth
the county Jail to connect with the
now on duty in tho Philippines.
It is sewer
the court house. The street
likely that the local station will be in grade of
will be raised and the street
charge of some
car tracks will subsequently have to
officer from that regiment.
be reset.
The closing exercises of school diSprains (Juicitly cure. I.
visions, old Albuquerque and Duran-es- ,
parts
freely with Cham
Bathe the
will be held tonight ai t lie Casino.
berlain's Pain Balm and giv-- then-- Christobal Sanchez will deliver the
Alfredo Sanchez,
absolute re.st, and a quick cure is cer farewell atldress.
assistant
territorial superintendent,
sale by all druggists.
tain.
wiu deliver the principle address of
0
Our ROUGH DRY work don'a hav the evening.
yulnirno
Kspalin, aged seven
to be washed over. Imperial Laun
months, the Infant son of Mr. and
dry Co.
Mrs. (julnirno Espallu, who live north
of the Indian school, tiled this jnorn-in- g
of pneumonia. The funeral will
i.oriiovs
rrui; be held
It K CKKAM AT VANN'S.
tomorrow afternoon from thi
home, with interment in Santa Barbara cemetery.
Edward Johnson, of G. K. Warren
post, was present at the department
encampment in Ias Vegas yesterday.
While there he fiad the pleasure of
placing in nomination for chaplain
Rev. Thomas Harwood, D. D., who
was unanimously
elected for the
twenty-thir- d
Mr.
consecutive time.
was
Johnson
at the meeting twenty-thre- e
years ago when Dr.
was elected for the first time, and
also nominated him then.
1. Cruz was yestereday pronounced
insane by Dr. J. F. Pcarce, county
pnysician.
this morning Cruz was
taken to the insane asylum at Las
Vegas by two deputies from the sher- in
office. Cruz was brought here
tor medical attention from McKlnlev
county five days ago. His condition
was so bail that he was placed In the
county jail. While there he ate one
meal ami slept one night.
Since
then he has done nothing but yell,
talk, laugh, light and raise a disturb
ance.
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BOLD BULLION COMPANY

W. W. McDonald, of Albuquerque,
was chosen as department commander for the Xew Mexico division of the
Grand Army of the Republic at their
regular business meeting held In Las
Vega yesterday morning. Rev. Thos.
Harwood, D. D., also of this city was
department chaplain for
the twenty-thir- d
consecutive time. The
meeting took place in the hall of
Sherman Post, and was attended by
a number of the veterans from towns
outside the Meadow City. Prominent
among those present from other
cities were:
W. H. Brunton, retiring department
commander, of Shoemaker; W. W.
McDonald, of Albuquerque;
Rev.
Thomas Harwood, of Albuquerque;
ArmIf.
S.
Simpson
Taos;
Smith
of
strong, of Las Cruces, Daniel Rlsdon
of Raton; T. H. Thompson, of Raton;
Edward Johnson, of Albuquerque; J.
O. Caldwell of Albuquerque; T. W.
Heman, of Tucumcari; K. A. Llttrell,
of Raton; H. W. Turner, of Albuquerque, and George L. Anderson, of the
department of Oklahoma, a visitor.
A complete
list of the officers
chosen is as follows:
W. W. McDonald of O. K. Warren
post, at Albuquerque,
department
commander; Daniel Risdon, of John
A. Logan post, at Raton, senior vice
commander; Adin. H. Whitmore. of
Sherman post, at Las Vegas, Junior
vice commander; Rev. Thomas Harwood, of G. K. Warren post, Albuquerque, chaplain; Smith H. Simpson,
of Taos, member of Carleton post, at
Santa Fe.. medical director, and Jefferson Raynolds of Sherman post. Las
Vegas, delegate to the national encampment, to be held tnls year at
Saratoga, X. Y., beginning September
9th.
During the day the members of the
Grand Army were given a cordial welcome by the citizens, the program
Including a banquet in the afternoon
and a public reception at the Dunenji
opera house In the evening. The ladies of the John A. Logan circle also
presented the encampment
with a
beautiful bouquet of flowers, which
was photographed and a copy orderAlbued for each member present.
querque was chosen as the place of
meeting for the next encampment.
Chaplain Harwood received the unanimous endorsement of the encampment for chaplain of the national
body next year.
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Eliza White, member of ine sh
sanitary board, who lives in Itosweli
ising in
and is engaged in slip
Chaves county, estimated this the
crop of lambs in the .wur'm'jH'iTn
part of the territoiy will pvcrje
per cent. As far us learned In south- rn and ceutrii New Mexico,
tli
crop will averai;.?
and 90 per
cent, which, considering the prosperous years of r.inr, and liU6 an.'l the
unfavorable
should be very
gratifying to
Taking
raisers.
it all in all, tilt.' sheep ra'sei have no
just cause for complaint this seaso.i.
--
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WE HAVE A X I OK LOT OF
NAVEL OKWt.Ks
NOW;
W.l.
T1IK
MONARCH
SIZES.
CillO-CKK-

CO.
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Hai-woo-

Because Mr. Jennie Waters, of
Pacific avenue, threw tvater on Mrs.
Jessie Trauth. of the same neighborhood, and because vice versa, Mrs.
Trauth dampened Mrs. Waters' feelings by talking about her. so It Is alleged, each were fined $5 by Judge
Craig this morning ami told 'to keep
their neighborhood quarrels out of
his court.
According to witnesses,
many of
whom testified at the trial, the defendants have been staring daggers at
each other for some time and brought
their disagreement to a head yes'er-da- y
In a game of
g
across
the back yard fence, using choice
bits of the English language
for
balls. Mrs. Trauth w.is the
witness.
coin-plaini-

HARRY ORCHARD'S

IN-

TERVIEW CREATES
BIG SENSATION

ATjOISE
(Continued from Tage One)
trial that Haywood Is a
t,
and a
would that
make any difference to you?
"I'll tell you first what quasi
means," continued Richardson.
"It
means a sort of a democrat and a
sort of a socialist."
"It would make no difference to
me," declared the talesman.
Asked if he were a member of
society, Wingate said he was a
Woodman of the World and an Odd
Fellow.
"Did you read
what President
Roosevelt said about these men being
undesirable citizens?"
"Yes, sir."
"And you are a republican."
"Yes. sir."
"And he Is your president?"
"Yes, sir."
"Has what he said influenced you
In any way?"
"Xo, sir."
"Notwithstanding
Jour admiration
for Mr. Roosevelt, you think he ought
to have kept his hands off this matquasl-demo-cr- at

quasi-socialis-

any-secr-

ter?"
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Frpp Phonographs
See O. X. lliinliani
118 fcoudi Sccoiul Wrett
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will
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restful
retreat on the hottest day,
ddtng another
practically

Moil Comfortable PUc
ia th Hon."

room to your home

that room the most

and

comfor-

table, serrlcpahle room of
V
all.
Call and see our stock

PORCH SHADES

ALBERT FABER'S
(

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

W
book.

HEN you pay all bills by check, your business ia recorded
accurately.
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is a correct record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
M2!

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
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FIGHTER

DIES AT SANTA

FE
A. C. BILICKE and

Ysidro Torres died at Santa Fi yes
terday, from an attack of dropsy
Mr. Torres had been a sufferer for
some time. The day of his death was
' his ninetieth
birthday.
The deceased spent almost a'l of
his life in Santa Fe. He was born
there and had an eventful career
He served In both the Mexican and
United States armies and was also
Identified with several exnpndltlans
against hostile Indians in the tarly
days.
In the civil war he served as a sol
mer in company o. f irst Xo f Mfx-lc- o
volunteer cavalry.
He receive
an honorable discharge at the exnl
ration of three years and
and was not mustered out until the
cessation of VisMitles. He advanced
to the rank of scrgearit and participated In all the bailies f u'g u In this
territory between the
of tm
north and south, '.nclod'.-i- no n:m-orabl- e
engiig 'lit it t.t
"alytrdo,
20, 1862
which occurred on
Mr. Torres was a widower, ilia
wife having died seme year 0 2i. The
only survivor ol the Immediate fam
ily is n (laugh'.-!-- .
Mri Maria Tooes
tie Clinch, with whom ho had been
making his home In !.ie vars. The
funeral serevlces will bo reiii today
at the ( athedral and at the
The Carleton post, X). 3. i. A. It.,
will take part In the se:vl?e.

I
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S. MITCHELL InvUe their friends to make
Xew Mexico headquarters at

The Hollenhech Hotel
Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

PHILLIPS' SCALP

Hotel
Under
E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
3a-vcy

C.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

oik ius'i,y
ox salk
always windows;
somi:tiii;
MO
AIM
II (.ItlH KltV CO.
THK
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. The telephone makes the
ItOSW KM.

sYS

MAX

THAT

WIIX TIK II A STF.UiS TO

111.

The
telephone
presertM
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home.

duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

ni:i i.y s (ink.

Paso. May 17. Clay MoCona-gll- l,
world's champion steer roper and
tyer, Is on his trusty mount anil bearing down with waving lariat upon
some Xew Mexico friends ( '!) w hom
he expects to brand and place In the
Prevaricator I., corral.
GOLD)
AVE.
Clay has been roused to action by
an article, which appeared in Hie
Deming Headlight tlie week following the roping ciinte-- t at Juarez. May
3, 4 and 5, and which insinuated that
unfairness hail been shown in those
contests in favor of McConagiil and
against Kelly Phillips, of Deming.
McConagill repudiated the charge
and in addition il. turns a challenge in
tne face of I'inllips and his friends.
He Says that the charge that he has
Galvanized Iron Comloo, Tin Roofgiven the decision over Phillips un ing.
Shccp-di- p
Tanks, Galvanized
fairly in order to keep the champion
Water Tanks, l'le and iUpulr Work.
ship in Texas is !"a!-and shows the
1- -2
unreasonableness of this by citing the
Is
a resident of Xew .Mexfact that he
ico himself.
The challenge tin champion Issue
is as follows:
"If Kelly Phillips tied his two
steers in Juarez quicker that I tied
mine he can surely tie nine steert
while I am tying ten. I will rope
place anil let
this way In the
Phillips bring two Deming timekeepers, and I will take two from Kl Paso.
Dividends in the other fellow's
This match goes for fl.Ono, any tune
within the next slxtv days.
pocket on the rent you are
"CI.AY M CONACilM..
paying.
"Monument, X. M."
Mt.l lonagill stat-that the chalA small cash payment and
lenge is nut issue, r a. th any ill feeling
$20.00 a month will buy a
whatever, as Phill s ami he are
house, with bath.
to have
friends, but that as charged
the question of un fn ;rne-by the Deming pal" ', st t'led satisfactorily to all.
REALTY CO.,
Kl

TOU NEKD A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOMfc

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

11

C.

208
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West Gold

FLY"

wi-h-

SUPERIOR
PIANING MILL
SEE OUR NEW UKICK BUILDING

i0f.0000OCOt00COSO

J.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers more, looks

best, wears

Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FUtST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBCQCERQVE, NEW MKX.
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Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY US;

The Albuquerque

BEST OF QUALITIES

Hatters

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.

Huts Cleaned and Itlocked In
any Stjlc Punumas a Spe1, team
cialty
Clothing
Fx-ir- c
Cleaned and I'resaod.
Order! Attended
to
Promptly.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

I

Corner

Ave.
3rd St.ThoseCold
MO.

BALDRIDGE

the longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime. Cement
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.

DISTRICT COURT

1

C.

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

J. E. ELDER. Armljo Building.

COUNTY

SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-mad- e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

cent

s,

TAOS

!VDC000000000O0

r. Alien

10 per

il

xi-rv-

INDIAN

shades

1

-
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"Th

"Yes, sir."
"And let this man be tried by the
court and a jury?"
"Yes, sir."
"We pass the Juror," said Richardson, sitting down.
Does Not Like Orchard.
Senator Borah, for the prosecution, asked permission
to further
question the proposed juror.
"Do I understand you to say you
would bo prejudiced against Harrv
orchard as a witness?"
"Yes. sir; I certainly would."
"And you would give his testimony
no weight?"
"I couldn't."
"And If the state tame to rely very
largely upon Orchard's
testimony,
you would have a irejudlee against
the state?"
"1 couldn't help but have."
"Your bias against orchard Is a;i
abiding conviction '.'"
challenge the Juror for
"We
cause for actual bias," said Seiuit
Borah.
The defense resisted, saying th"
juror had a right to put his own
Xew arrivals for the waek: Brus
weight upon the ieifmony to be adsels ami velvet carpets. Thirty new
duced.
pattern of rockers to select from at
Frtrelle s Furniture Emporium.
M GONAGILL AFTER
ski--

puy-uen-

I

COMMISSIONERS
SHOULD GET BUSY

What might have been a serious
accident was cleverly averted yesterday afternoon by the expert horsemanship of a well known Albuquerque
lady while driving along Railroad
avenue Just this side of the University.
It seems the water from the
recent spring rains have been permitted to run down the street from the
apex of University hill, causing a
wash of from two to three feet deep
for a thousand feet or more in the
center of the street, leaving Just a narrow drive way between the wash and
the bank along ench side of the street.
About 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon a freight team from the Chlllll
district loaded with supplies, purchased in Albuquerque, while on its
way became stalled on this piece of
road and the driver's frantic efforts
to urge the team on frightened the
horse driven by the lady In question
and suddenly wheeling around threw
the buggy Into this wash. With great
presence of mind the lady leaped
from the buggy on the upper side and
in less time than it takes to tell It.
had the horse by the; head Hnd succeeded In quieting him until the driver
of the team had loosened him from
the buggy.
A little girl, who was also In the
buggy sitting on the lower side, fell
In between the wheels and was not
able to extricate herself until the
ouggy had been lifted from over her,
The lady praised the assistance
given her by the driver of the freight
learn, who stated that under no clr
cumstances would be come to Albuquerque for further supplies until the
city and the county commissioners
saw tit to put the main drive way out
of the city as far the University in
passable condition. Should th lady
or the chlltl have been" seriously ln-- I
.lured the county would no doubt have
had a heavy damage suit on Us hands.

ping-pon-

After havinj he-- .i in session eight
'lays, the May term of the district
court of Taos county was adjourned
Tuesday by Judge John R. McFie. A
number of small cases were tried ,the
most Important of which were:
The case of the territory vs. J. II.
Klletlge and Frank Wilson, charged
with permitting minors to loiter i;j
their ealoon. The defendants plead il
guilty and t.ie case was dismissed
upon the
of costs.
l.'C
Vl'.w
l'lNH
The case of the territory vs. 11.
i'ii.'
I ltlsii I iti rix
i l. iivichaiged with violating llic
Martini
t.lHM I Itll S AM MKATS. AT J. K. Sunday
law.
The defendant enter1'IUST AM)
M
Pl,Mi:it'H,
plea,
ed
a
of
f( illy anil W44 fined lii
Ol li'l I K.
and costs.
The sentence was
during good behavior
This Week lt;l rim li: a In n.illlnAn.
of
case
The
the territory tl. isolo-nitt- ii
Miss l.utz, 20S fcouth Second street.
and Kpinitlito Kael, chut it i
with violating the gambling law. DeFFK'H (;()( III I HI n iinor
fendants ple.nl Kjilty and were fined
:
T WMTOVs
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COUNTY

Yudor

yon a cool, secluded

j
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MATT15UCC1

212

NORTH SECOND ST.

Highland Livery

Ilrst elate felioeuiukcr and repair.
Saddle horses a specialty. Beat
er. Jut received tJilpinent of new
drivers in the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the plcnto wagon.
HMIIKOOK HIO.

i

'

ALBUQUKItQUE

PACE SIX.

CITIZEN.

ISVENliCG

I

IIIItAV, MAV IT. 1907.

And
ight nut. Quick nmv
I'ip work- '')iit roem.
(I n- 'i th"
ffi Imrf !:liki- -ii lnl' mlfiikl: u""-lliiiiiliiir Island Is further up thef
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The Manhattan Musical Comedv Go.

B, PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

or-th- e
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The Telephone Girl
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Exercise, j
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Cent
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vr"--for the Bowelsj
-
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Ycx, I Have 1 ound it nt last.
Found what? Why that Chamberlain's Salve cured eczema and all
manner of Itching of the skin. I
have been afflicted for many years
with kin disease. I had to get up
three or four times every night and
wash with cold water to allay the
J terrible
Itching;, but since using this
salve In December, 1K05, the Itching
stopped
and has not troubled me.
has
Klder John T. Ongley. KootviU.
Pa. For saU by all druggist.

With Sixteen Musical Numbers

AM

PrugglstsH

FARM

FREIGHT WAGONS

00Oa)c00C0
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

j

--

I

W. H. HAli.V

IMiMaaMMMMMssM
A Great Show

Admission 35c.
$

Children 25c.

No Reserved Seats

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

M

Albuquerque, New Mexico

fJ
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MAY 17,
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'AT.hroiTKKgUE
party to a movement of the
In consideration for thee concessions to the management. Mr. Klilg-wa- y
The kind of PORCH
practically raised his offer on
an average basis of Ml per cent over
G00I)3 we received in
the proposition to the men at the
time the strike vote was taken all
our recent CAR LOAD
over the system, which averaged 3. S3
per cent Increase for the men In the
of FURNITURE make
freight service. $3.50 per month for
passenger flagmen and brnkemen and
summer a pleasure.
absolutely refused the yard differential.
The majority of the two commitof Rockers,
tees yesterday were In favor of holding out for nn Increase of 7 x't per
Etc., at PRICES that
cent for the freight service if the
yard
differential was dropped, but
make YOUR POCKET
the friendly spirit of Mr. Rldgway
and his courtesy in dealing with the
BOOK LAUGH.
men nt all times caused them to
yield these demands and accept his
terms of nn Increase of 6 per cent
for the freight service.
Two days will now be spent by the
W. V. FutrelleFurRitureCo
officers and the committees In applying the new schedule to the different
runs over the entire Rio Grande sysCir. Cial iRd tmi
tem, and when that Is done the dispute, which has lasted since the first
of April and which several times
threatened to cause n tleup of three
the locomotive was not much larg- big western roads, will have been satsettled to both sides and
er than a barrel and the engineer's aisfactorily
peaceful summer In railway labor
cab was a little platform with some
curtains hung; around it. Just be- circles assured.
hind the engineer's cab was a pile
of wood for the boiler.
It was one of these primitive trains EMPLOYMENT BUREAU EOR
that William Best drove across country at
speed of fifteen
miles an hour. When a stop was
THEJVESTERN LINES
made at Morrlstown or other stations, liest was hailed as a hero.
Crowds watched him as he oiled his MOVEMENT TO SECCHE BETTER
engine and wiped his hands on the
AMI SAFER MKN Foil THE
curtains of his cab. That was sevenOPERATING DEPARTMENT.
ty-four
years ago, when Best was
twenty years old.
Chicago, 111., May 17. Railroads
The veteran engineer was born In centering In Chicago are considering
Kngland, in Cornwall, In the year the advisability of establishing a un1813, two years before Waterloo was ion employment bureau, with ft view
fought. He came to America while to Insuring a better
grade of operatIn his teenH and worked In the maing employes.
secrecy Is mainPro- tained regardingGreat
chine shops at Philadelphia.
the
because
motion followed, and in 1833 he was the bitter opposition project,
labor organbelieved to be capable of running the izations Is feared. Inof the
operating
engine. He was given charge and conferencese,
which recently have
.made his first trip between Philadeltho
phia and Trenton, a distance of thirty been 'held by several roads here, apsubject
has
received
unanimous
miles. There and back to Philadelphia consumed the day and was proval. If such a bureau Is estabcounted a day's work. The wages lished It will have a complete list of
were high for those days, J60 per all operating employes In the United
as engineers
month,
were very States, with the complete record of
scarce. The track was constructed the service of each.
It Is stated that the demand for opof cross-tie- s
and wooded sleepers
laid along with spikes. These spikes erating employes Is so great now that
often worked loose and stuck up an any applicant, no matter what his
inch or two above the rails, when record, finds almost Instant employthey were called "snake heads." He ment with any road.
President E.
remembers one day when they were P. Ripley said recently that the derunning at a good speed which mand was so great that an employe
meant probably eighteen miles nn could be discharged for Incompetency
hour a drive wheel got tangled in
one road and go across the street
some snake heads and the flange was on
and find employment with a rival
wrenched off. It flew back through road
the same day, and without any
the cab and narrowly missed his question
regarding his previous recface.
ord.
Best thought more of his life thnn
It Is stated that the labor organizahis Job and vowed he would quit
soon, and did.
After resigning his tions are opposed to such a bureau
place as engineer he was sought by and declare that It will amount to a
Railroad officials, howBaldwin, the pioneer
locomotive blacklist.
builder in this country, to go with ever, Insist that in no other business
an engine to the south and run It are men employed without question
on a new road.
It was customary as to their previous records, and that
then for the builder of a locomotive where accidents occur on account of
to send an expert along apd start Incompetent employes It is no excuse
it for the buyer. Best declined, be- to say that they are Incompetent, as
cause he had had enough of
the railroad, in many cases, should
have known that from their previous
record.
r
be

Large assortment
Dressers,

RAILROAD!

Department!
H. S. Van Slyck, live stock agent
of the S.inta Fe lines at El Phswv who
spent yesterday here, left late
night for the Booth on No. 9.
Fred I'lomteaux, formerly an express driver In Santa Fe, has been
appointed to be Wells-Farg- o
express
messenger between Albuquerque and
Las Vegas.
"Polly" Auld, who has fnr some
months been In the Santa Fe station
office of the Wells-Farg- o
Express
company at San Bernardino, has resigned his place and accepted a place
as freight agent in the office tf General Storekeeper I. J. Custer. "Polly"
Auld is an old Albuquerque boy.
General Storekeeper I. J. Custer of
the Coast Lines of the Santa Fe, has
gone to Chicago to attend the Storekeepers' association convention, which
will convene In that city next Monday. He will be absent two weeks.
General Storekeeper N. M. Rice of
the Santa Fe system, Is president of
the Storekeepers' association, which
takes In the entire United States.
The private car of Superintendent
J. K. Hitchcock, of the Sarrta Fe,
went to Ixis Angeles Wednesday on
the Kite Track Flyer, but he did not.
pays the San Bernardino Sun. He had
ordered the car attached to that
train expecting to go to the city. His
private secretary boarded the car
and supposed his superior was on the
forward part of the train as 1b often
his practice when going out. As the
train pulled out ol sight around the
Mt. Vernon curve at the west end of
Hitchcock
the yards Superintendent
came out of the depot only to find
gone,
private car and all.
his train
Al Williams, who was removed
from a Santa Fe train at Iiaton a
week ago last Saturday In an Insane
condition and who that night attempted suicide In the county Jail by
cutting his throat, left for his home
In Farmington, 111., .Monday morning
In charge of a friend from that place.
Mr. Williams was on his way from
Los Angeles to Illinois when he suddenly became crad on the train.
He was removed .to the Colfax county
jail, where he remained under close
surveillance.
Relatives of Williams
were notified and Justice of the
Lightfoot,
f Farmington, ar
Peace
rived in Katun (Sunday tuid took
charge of the man, whose condition
had somewhat Improved.
la-i- t

MFKGKIl WILL BE
V223.OO0.0II0
CAPITALIZE! AT
Mexic-o- ,
May 17.
Mexico City.
Pablo Macedo and Pablo Martinez
Ielecto, attorneys representing the
Mexican government in the transac
tion involving the purchase of a controlling interest In the Mexican Central railroad and Its merger with the
other government roads, have returned from New York, where they completed arrangement for organizing the
I'liited Hallways of Mexico, which is
to be a holding company for the
Mexican Central, the National the
It
and the lnteroceanlc.
iv reported that the capital stock of
the holding company will be
The formal transfer of stock
will take plate in June.
MEXICAN

i'l'Z't.-(iiki.oii- ii.

RAN A LOCOMOTIVE

Willi

am

INJUR

OF

bestpioneer
on

an

WAS

1833

k;i-ni:j:i- i
hail-wa- y

OF AMERICA.
with "only survivors" of
uther historical events prominent in
the speeding race of our nation, the
oldest
locomotive engineer,
and
certainly the only survivor of the
several who assisted In operating the
first railroad In the United States,
is entitled to some notice. This man
in William liest, now a resident of
Gentry county, Missouri. On the
same farm where he literally pitched his tent more than half a century
ago, near the village of Alunthua
Grove, the old man still hobbles
around hiH premises from day to day.
Occasionally, when necessity carries
him away to the nearest railroad
town, a distance of seven or eight
miles, he sees the modern railroad
locomotive, but the old man does not
appear to take any Interest in the improvements In railroad traffic or the
rapid changes taking place In the
world of activity He left his
locomotive to engage in other pursuits. His mind has been on other
subjects.
Yet all the early experiences as a pioneer engineer and the
incidents of his perilous trips are Indelibly written on his mind.
He
Uvea only in the past so far as hU
knowledge of railroading Is concernAJong

ed.

awe-lnsplrl-

D.

S R.

G. AND

1PL0YES

AGREE

COMPANY

MAKES A CONCESSIOX
OF MORE WAGIX TO MEX
IX .eneh L.

Denver, Colo.. May 17. P
r
conductors to be increased $10 per
fnonth. passenger brakemen and
$6.5(1 per month. vh!!
a general Increase of 6 per cent is to !
applied to .ill men in the freight
service and overtime paid on the
pro rata basis.
These, In brief, are the terms of
settlement agreed upon at a confer- ence between General Manager ltldg-- 1
way of the Denver & ltio Grande: W.
T. Newman, third vice grand master
of the Brotherhood of Itailwav Trainmen; L. K. Sheppard. assistant chief
conductor of the Order of Railway
Conductors, and twenty-tw- o
committeemen representing both organizations. It was another triumph for
the conservative policy
two
great railroad orders and ofthethe
d
spirit shown by the modern
railway manager, as well as a distinct victory for the government
mediation, the terms accepted being
Identically the same as offered to the
men by Messrs. Knapn and Xelll before they left for Washington, and
rejected by the men.
In order to reach a peaceful settlement both sides had to make substantial Concessions
and the contending parties were happy last night
no
that
msh moves were made on
either side. The original demands of
the men were reduced from a 10 per
cent Increase for freight men. and
they accepted the reduced offer of
6 per cent
of the company, also
withdrawing the tight for toe 2 cents
an hour increase for yardmen over
the scale adopted in Chicago some
months ago in order to establish n
differential for the yards at Denver
and west of here.
In withdrawing
this differential
It was agreed by Mr. Ridgwav and
the committees that It was done
without prejudice, and the question
of a yard Increase can be taken up
at some other time with the road or
with an association of railroad committees formed In the west for that
purpose, the Rio Grande agreeing to
(lag-me-

broad-minde-

n.

CITIZEN.

n

kind.
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THE LATE
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Just a Word
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Sister Says That

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

X V

Htve you purchased your ummer suit?
If not, be fair with yourself this time and read care-ful- ly
what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
Toti will need a summer suit here's your chance.
A complete line of garments that for style,
nobby
patterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

He Never

Regretted Voting For
Johnson.

Kansas City. Mo., y ; '.". Mrs
Annie A. Whlmple. of htnnsas City,
a sister of Edmund G. Ross, former
United States senator from Kansas,
il v.
who died at Albuquerque, N. M., May
n it v. n
8,
In
an interview here yesterday
threw some new sidelights on the
stand taken by her brother In voting
against the impeaehtn nt of President Andrew Johnson. It w.i Senator Ross" vote that saved 1'resl lent
Johnson from ccnvlcti.m, and for this
act he was cen.ured sevcie'y hy hi?
Kansas constituent.
Mrs. Whlmple Is seventy-fiv- e
years
old, a pioneer Kansan. who came
west in 1855. Sue probably was
more closely associated
with her
brother than tiny other person and
to her alone he appears to have confided the motives that prompted his
attitude In the Johnson episode.
It oh Had No lrlv. Say Sister.
"Through
his life." said Mrs.
Whlmple, "Senator Ross had every
phase of dishonor meted nut to him.
He had been burned in nil the fires
of persecution and public reproach.
"1 remember well the time of this
great trial, when an ordinary man
would have sold out and made himself comfortably rich for life, but he
let the opportunity slip by and chose
rather the scorn and abuse of his
countrymen.
Thursday. May 23
"lie said o'nee, prior to the trial,
some
one
approached
that
had
some
of his friends in a cautious ray in
hopes of discovering his price. The
LOOK WHO'S COMING!
senator said little about what he
might have made out of giving in
at the last moment until late years,
The Famous Originals
when he Intimated to nie that it was
In the neighborhood of $200,000.
"He was an exceedingly reticent
man, about matters concerning himself. This was the great trouble Murray-Maabout the President Johnson HfTalr.
No one knew what he was going to
.
do.
Gladys Van
Never Regretted His Attitude.
"A few days before the great trial
he told me that he was digging his
Gertrude Rutledge
1 am looking
political grave.
Into
it now,' he said, 'and In a little while
May Gabriel
It will be a reality; but I am right,
right.'
Bae Hamilton
"He never seemed to me to regret
the attitude he took on that occasion,
although years of actual want fol- Gus Pixley
lowed, years during which there was
no friendly voice of encouragement or
Bobby Harrington
cheer. Every constituent he had In
Kansas turned against him."
Fred Guilliard
Mrs. Whlmple concluded:
"He will be vindicated; 1 know he
P. J. Kane
will be vindicated,
and then the
world will know Just how much he
and Their Incomparable Cast
was a patriot and a true man In
and a Real Singing and Dancing
times when such were hard to find In
Chorus of Nature's
Kansas."
1'AIRKST
1TTMIX1XE FELICITY
CliHiiibcrlnin's Colic. Cholera nin.
My Host Friend.
Diarrhoea Remedy.
on
sale at Matson's Rook Store
Alexander Benton who lives ot
There Is probably no mcdiclr. Seats
Tuesday, May 21st.
made that Is relied upon with more
Rural Route 1, Fort Edward. N.
I.
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery
Implicit confidence than ChamberPrices 50c 75c and $1.00
my best earthly friend. It cured in lain's Colic, Cholera and Dlanhoe.
Carriages 11 p. m.
of asthma six years ago. It has also Remedy. During the third of a cen
performed a wonderful cure of in- tury In which It has been In use. peocipient consumption for my son's ple have learned that It is the one
wife. The first bottle ended the ter remedy that never fails. When reA Narrow Escape.
rible cough, and this accomplished duced with water and swee'ened It Is
O. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of Plunk,
the other symptoms left one by one pleasant to take. For sale by al Mo., had a narrow escape four years
ago when he ran a Jlmson bar Into
until she was perfectly well. Dr- druggists.
iving's New Discovery power ovet
his thumb. He says: "The doctor
To
Is
simply marvel
coughs and colds
Chicken Fcters.
wanted to amputate It but I would
Mausard's Mills are s""ng good not consent. I bought a box of Buck
ous." No other remedy has eve
equalled It. Fully guaranteed by al wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
lins Arnica Salve and that cured the
druggists. HOC and $1.00. Trial bot
dangerous wound." 25c at all drug
Subscribe for The Evening Cltlaen. gists.
tie free.

Kohn Brothers

.1:"'

&

Chicago
UNION MADE CliOTmXG.
An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
conies during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garments.

Mb

111

right."

You'll find them

right."

.

here

LIVERT, SALE, PEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue,

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers BOO Square Feet.
PALMETTO HOOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
JAP-A-LA-

The

all-ov- er

openwork stocking

Is

breaking in

I

KILLtheOOUCH
CURE thi LUNCO

and

Dr.Kinft'
Hgv Discovery
Price
E0e$1.00
FN C
Frt
WITH

ONSUMPTION

OUGHSani

Trial.

Surest and tttuckeat Core for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONET BAGS.
PENNYROYAL

BY

ANN ft BOK.

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE.. REAL E8TAT
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldln

"It knds

A. C. WALKER r
rtmm

with the foot

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from

Me

start.

.The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles p.nd the
evils of thin soles are pre
vented bv the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
Jomfort. "
A stylish
shoe that's

Jpfl
Kid Omi
Paunt Coh Blucktr,

$400

)xfords,
$3-5-

Let us fit you,

WM. CHAPLIN
121

arenue.

W.E. M AUGER
WOOLIfauger
with Raube and

Office, 115

North Ftrat

ALBCQCERQCE,

n
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its Location

n

This old man. now In his 94th year,
can draw a vivid picture of the first
railroad in the United States. While
we may lounge among, the luxurious
of a modern Pullman,
or H
slumber oiindly In the comfortable
berths while the holld earth slip! H
y
away from our starting point at
miles an hour, it is interesting to H
hear the story of the veteran engiH
neer.
The date is 1 S 3 3, and the scene It
Philadelphia.
Even at that time
some people were" beginning to get
and wanted to go faster.
The stage coach did not travel with
the speed as it once did. The new M
mode of traveling on what It had
been decided to call a railroad train
seemed to be gaining some popularity.
There was a dally increase In
the number of daring ones who risked their lives for the sake of novelty.
There was, in those days, no union
station with Its whirl of trunks.
newsboys, from cages vltn H
uniformed guards "Jawing" people H
about crowding. No confusion of
voices and clanging of gongs and
puffing .if locomotives, piles of trunks
to and fro to keep from
scurring
being run down by crowds. There
was only a little knot of stolid Quaker standing about on a little platform, and when they saw by one's
a. thing that he contemplated boardK
'he train, they klndlv admonlsh-- i
8
a him.
Thee h;i.M
belter
tiu-- t
myself to It. friend, for it Is IS
uangerous."
The little toy of an
engine with three or four omnibuses
attached looked more like a play-thir- g
than a train. The boiler of

0
0

fclx-t-

n
n
u
n
n

n
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EELEN IS $1 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADNO EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITT, OALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING 114.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 158 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
wooK-ofoaocao-

i

KSC0C004000
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N. 1C

TOTI A ORADI
Dealer! In Groceries, Proylnlona, Ha.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wlnea Liquor
ana cigars. Place your order tot
this line with us.
NORTH TH ?.T BT.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
All Kinds of

Fresh and Salt Mi
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLI EJTWOBF
Masonic Building, North Third Btraa

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATaV
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms 13 and 14 Cromwell Block.
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 111.

$4.00

'

n.

B. A. SLEYSTER

0

ligh Shoes,
'

IMSURANCK

Secretary Mutual Building Amomb-tloOffice at 217 West Rallraa

Railroad Avnuo

Giro ua your ROUGH DRY wwlt
and get it back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.

Monday,
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PILLS

Tbrv overcome TVaihmi, It
larlw and omtntlnni.inormtM vlmv
and bamr
ina of
tion." They are I.lf meotru.'
womanhood. auHim dw
toffirlitt
rlopmfnt of orffKiH and body. hm
r M rt MmMl
f.
w.
uinaU.
them. I'armot do liarm Hf to
4vSrS .fonM ft ianry. VI
r !
m- - MOTTCHElilOAL

M, St,

not a favorite thin year. Those with
Inlets of lace have taken their place,
while
the embroidered stocking Is
preferred by many.
The
accompanying
illustration
shows some of the latest btyles In
footwear.

dr-"gl- sts.

mm
FOB ftAbl

absolutely
comfortable

make the boot the proper thing fur
street wear, femininity is having Its
own way and selects the extremely
low shoe and wears it on nearly all
occasions. The pump, vandal and
oxford are the st) l. s
most popular at present.

"Just

-

For stomach troubles, biliousness
and constipation try Chamberlain'
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
remarkable cures have been effected
by them. Price, 25 cents. Sample
free. For sate by all
o
Subscribe for The Emwitng Cittern

MOTT'S

needed

Jkrm
fashion, feel that nhe must have a
pair of shoes and stockings to match
every gown
h
possesses.
And
eight, nine, ten and twehe dollars
are the modest prices asked by the
shoe dealer for the latest things hi
pumps and oxfords and boots.

priced

OLDS

408 Watt Railroad Avnot

'.

the woman with the slender purse,
should she wl.sli to keep apace with

right"

Fine Clothing &

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

No

"Just

MAN Furnishing
DELL

M.

ck

Mines and stockings are the niosi
Something new
In
'ine extreme pointed toe is most
the way of
,s tne shape whch , bctween
extravagant part of a woman's out-t- it fashionable this season and while
a Cuban and a French heel. It Is
this year.
Heretofore, the average woman .thought that for dress
made entirely of leather and Is solid.
Although it Is really an adaptation
occasions, one pair of line kid shoes,
of the French heel. It Is much more
costing live dollars, was sufficient.
Hut today .things are different, even
comfortable.

$25.00.
te

ELKS OPERA HOUSE

Shoes to Match Every Gown This Year

to

112.00

We've & complete line of
furnishings
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just

COME

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOKN

BECKER,

n

TO BELEN, N, M,

Pres

WM. M. BERGER,

C04O4O4CK

A

Railway Center

AIL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL A.VD
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVEH THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
S.

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY
CASH.
S
MAT REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE TEAR,
8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
TOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y
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MAV 17. 1901.

I

que,

are In Kast Los Vegas In at
tendance on the present term of the
1'nlted
States court for the Fourth
v
wi
if
r
Judicial district.
H. H. Harris, forest supervisor for
the Mansani) and San Mateo forest
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For Women, Men and Children
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find Hart
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Marx clothes

not only right in looks,
but right in making and
in style. These clothes
keep shape; tailored right
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We price them right.
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Everybody who values style and comfort
shoes this time of the year.
wants
They are
and inspect our new
around the ankle and
py style,
slipping up and down of the
the instep,
and they require no breaking
Women's Dongola Oxfords
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Oxfords
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Women's Patent Kid Oxfords 2.50 to
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Women's Canvas Oxfords
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Men's Patent Colt Oxfords
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Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
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LAWN

HIGH GRADE
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MOWERS
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TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers
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Spring Underwear $1.00 to $6.00 a Suit
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Owing to our Increased Business we nave
found it necessary to move into Larger
Quarters and in the future we will be locatot
v
o
ot
ed at

sn? Wfist Railroad
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E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

9to

122 South Second
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High Grade Shoes
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The IDEAL SHOE STORE
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Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust
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Association Offlco
Transactions
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Prices
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BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Cuaranttoo

1

13 W. R. R. Ave

Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED

of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING
TICKETS

o

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

SI 2 North Second Street

f

Store

2
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MISS C. P. CRANE
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Ideal &hoe

the place for
$ Is Innahle
and timelv

S02 West Railroad Avenue.
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$15.00 to $30.00 Per Suit
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Where we will be glad to serve the public
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as in the past

piiinawftre. half DTiee.
15C
f'nffoe 1 lb
25c
3 cans No. 2 Tomatoes
And hundreds of other bargains.
Come and look.
n
nood men, with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.TiK.n-..frtiifranls and eood terrlin New Mexico and Arizona
tw
Prewitt & Prewitt, Mana-- j
'.'..mi
Club building.
,.k. bargains in millinery.
V. - - l.i;
ji)s South Second street.
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Stout, tall, short or thin our STEIN-BLOCmade Suits and Overcoats
will fit you, for these tailors have
made a study of odd Figures for
fifty 'years, and have cut patterns
that will fit them stylishly, just as
they should in the proper places. A
try-o- n
is all you have to do about it.
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Indies'
ladles'

If You Have an Odd Figure,
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W Thft Season's Newest
and Latest.

1 Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co.
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need.
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119 West Gold
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cotton
both
A new supply of Garden
jiawu mo
rubber. iose
prices the lowest
Grass Catchers.
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Just what you
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Just Arrived

EMIT!

New Mackerel Fresh consignment just received.
Mammoth Bloaters, each, 40c.
Family Size, each, 25c.
Medium 5ize, each, 5c.
Small Size, each, 10c.
All Imported, Extra Fancy Stock, Nothing
Finer on the Market.
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